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Abstract 

Supervisory Committee 

Dr. J. Scott McIndoe, Department of Chemistry 
Supervisor 

Dr. Dennis Hore, Department of Chemistry 
Departmental Member 
 

Automation plays an integral role in our daily lives. From transportation to agriculture, 

we rely on robots and programs to assist in accomplishing tasks. Chemistry is no except 

with the deployment of high throughput screening and the recent machine-led reaction 

discovery, there is increased interest to integrate artificial intelligence and robotics 

beyond medicinal and synthetic organic chemistry. The addition of automation to 

mechanistic studies can improve the method in which reactions are understood 

experimentally and fundamentally. 

 

Chapter 1 introduces the basics of reaction chemistry. As we are interested in how the 

reaction occurs, for this work, there is a natural bias towards understanding kinetic 

behaviour. Chronograms obtained through mass spectrometry facilitate understanding of 

kinetics. The introduction of mass spectrometry in this chapter establishes the foundation 

of this technique for the subsequent experimental chemistry chapters. 

 

Chapter 2 investigates the reduction and subsequent oxidation of titanocene, generating 

a complex mixture of oxidized products. During this investigation, an interesting and rare 

methyl abstraction event occurred that led to the deuterium label study to understand a 

radical-based oxo-titanium reaction. This was made possible by Pressurized Sample 

Infusion Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (PSI-ESI-MS) coupled with a 

smartphone colorimetry technique developed herein known as ColorPixel. 

 

In Chapter 3 we explore the integration of machine learning with reaction monitoring. 

The attempt to classify reaction roles based on kinetic traces was done to automate the 

process of identifying important species in a reaction. Often there is a large amount of 

data from a PSI-ESI-MS experiment, but it is time-consuming to pick out the most 

important species. Implementing machine learning for reaction role classification can 

ease this process from taking three months to accomplish to one day. This chapter also 

outlines the development of Kendrick, an automated reaction sampler. Combined, these 

tools have the potential to impact reaction monitoring through robotic assistance and can 

speed up the process of reaction quantification through automated processing platforms 

to handle the streams of data. 

 

Chapter 4 starts with the implementation of a lightweight mass spectrometry library, 

Spectra.ly, that is suitable for any developers using python. This platform establishes a 

firm foundation that can enable developers to build complex programs using simple code. 

This chapter also describes the collaboration project PythoMS and the development 

process for this framework. In addition to the framework, the chapter also describes the 

development of two pieces of processing software: Sinatra – a cloud-ready EDESI 

processing platform, and AutoMRM – a cloud-based Multiple Reaction Monitoring 

method development web application. 
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1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. What makes reactions go? 

Starting with the mysteries of organometallic chemistry and continuing to follow my 

knowledge of mass spectrometry, I have ended up being in a field combining the two 

together to elucidate the unknowns in reaction mechanisms. Mechanisms describe the 

processes by which molecules can convert into different molecules. As we have learnt in 

first year chemistry, there are two ways to look at a reaction: thermodynamically and 

kinetically. Thermodynamics describes why a reaction occurs and kinetics addresses how 

a reaction takes place1.  

One thing we must keep in mind in our journey to learn more about chemical reactions is 

to understand what a reaction is. The IUPAC Gold Book2 defines reaction as “a process 

that results in the interconversion of chemical species.” However, there are factors that we 

must consider that determine whether an interconversion will occur. Factors like heat, time, 

concentration, and solvent are some common examples to consider when a reaction has 

failed to proceed. In short, these variables can be condensed to the thermodynamics and 

kinetics of a reaction.  

The concept of thermodynamics and kinetics are essential as many fundamental aspects of 

reaction mechanisms get condensed back to these two concepts. An emphasis on 

thermodynamics and chemical kinetics is essential as many aspects of reaction mechanisms 

fundamentally rely on these two concepts. For instance, computational approaches to 

mechanisms use density functional theory to calculate the Gibbs Free Energy values for 

probable conformations of the reactants combined. This provides us with insights into how 



 

 

2 

the starting material becomes the product. Gibbs Free Energy calculations describe the 

possibility that a process is spontaneous. In any given reaction, a change in Gibbs Free 

Energy (ΔG) of less than zero indicate a spontaneous reaction; while values above zero are 

considered non-spontaneous.  

Computational mechanistic studies use intrinsic reaction coordinates (IRC) to find a 

reaction pathway that would be best explained by thermodynamics. From reactant to 

product, there are many spatial transformations, known as translational motion, that occur 

for each atom3–6. Such transformation does not only occur in locked geometry whereby an 

atom can be closer or further away from a bound atom, like a spring: a vibrational motion7,8. 

A simple change in bond distance can change the Gibbs Free Energy9. From the Boltzmann 

distribution, lower energy processes are favored as the population molecules are low in 

energy10,11. Each transformation is considered an intermediate and understanding how a 

reactant turns into an intermediate or series of intermediates to the product will offer 

valuable insights in the optimization of reactions and application to new moieties. 

1.2. Kinetics of a reaction  

Kinetics gives an idea of how reactions work1. By studying the kinetics of a reaction, it is 

possible to speculate on the mechanism of the reaction. From an industrial point of view, 

learning about a reaction can lead to cost-effective practices through rational improvements 

in experimental design12.  

Studying the kinetics also helps us determine the type of product that gets formed from a 

given reaction. In a reaction with two competing products, the product that forms first at a 

faster rate is known as the kinetic product. This product, however, is not necessarily the 
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most stable. The thermodynamic product may form more slowly, but is the more stable of 

the two. The rate at which a reaction takes place can lead to different products being 

formed13,14. In a reaction where there are two competing products, if one of the products 

can be formed at a faster rate, then it will be more favourable for that product to be formed 

first15.  

In a reaction, the rate for each probable product can be determined experimentally with 

differing conditions to understand how the rate changes. The factor that most greatly affects 

a reaction rate is its concentration. 

 In general, given a reaction of the form:  

 𝐧𝐚𝐀 + 𝐧𝐛𝐁 + …  → 𝐩𝐫𝐨𝐝𝐮𝐜𝐭 (1.1) 

The rate law is defined as:  

 𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐞 = 𝐤[𝐀]𝐚[𝐁]𝐛 (1.2) 

whereby exponents a and b are integers that can only be determined experimentally.  

From equation 1.2, we can see that the rate is proportional to the rate constant, k, and the 

concentration of reactant. The higher the concentration, the faster the reaction occurs.  

Now, another concept to consider is how many molecules are involved at one instance in 

the reaction. A unimolecular reaction requires only one molecule to occur, and an example 

of this would typically be a degradation-type reaction. Therefore, the rate law would look 

as follows:  
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 𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐞 = 𝐤[𝐀] (1.3) 

The above-mentioned rate law (1.3) would be referred to as a first order rate law1 as the 

overall exponent of the equation is to the power of one. Now consider a reaction involving 

two molecules, also known as a bimolecular process or second-order reaction. The rate of 

the reaction would be proportional to the product of the concentration of the two reactants1, 

or to the square of the concentration of a single reactant. The rate law would be as follows:  

 𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐞 = 𝐤[𝐀][𝐁] (1.4) 

 

 
 

𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐞 = 𝐤[𝐀]𝟐 (1.5) 

The overall exponent of this rate law equation is now to the power of two; and therefore, 

the resulting rate would increase quadratically with respect to changes in concentration of 

the reactants. However, in a scenario where we have a bimolecular reaction, and one of the 

reactants has a significantly greater concentration relative to the other, the change in the 

more abundant species during the reaction would be minimal, to the point where we can 

consider this change negligible1. The resulting rate law would look similar to a first order 

rate law as we see in the following equations: 

 

𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐞 = 𝐤[𝐀][𝐁] 

When [B] >> [A] 

k’ = k[B] 

𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐞 = 𝐤′[𝐀] 

(Error! 

Reference 

source 

not 

found..6) 

This classification of rate law is referred to as a pseudo-first order rate law.  
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Understanding the different types of rate laws gives us a notion of how the reactant(s) can 

play significant roles in influencing the rate of a chemical reaction, but this is only just the 

beginning – there is so much more than just reactants and products in a reaction.  

1.3. Catalysts and Intermediates  

During a reaction, the transformation between reactant and product goes through an 

intermediary state known as the transition state16–19. Such a state is usually short-lived20,21, 

and it can either transform into the product or revert to a reactant. Transition states are an 

example of an intermediate caveat being transition states cannot be isolated.  

There are also chemical species that serve to form low potential energy intermediates 

allowing a lower energy pathway to make the desired product. Such species are referred to 

as catalysts and they increase the rate of reaction without themselves being consumed 

during the reaction. 

Each of these intermediates and catalysts play different roles in a reaction. Let us now 

move away from the mathematical equations of reaction rates, and now consider 

graphically the behaviour represented by change in concentration over reaction time that 

can be visualized relative to the reactant and product:  
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Figure 1.1: Graphical representation of the concentration change over time for Reactants, 

Products, and Intermediates 

Today, catalysts have applications that widely span the chemical industry22,23, from the 

ruthenium- based Grubbs’ catalyst for production of olefins24–26 to palladium-based 

tetrakistriphenylphosphine for Suzuki-Miyaura reactions to make pharmaceuticals27–29. 

These catalysts form organometallic compounds (compounds with a metal-carbon bond). 

Catalysts are important to organometallic chemistry as they are used extensively to perform 

selective transformations22,23,30. However, the mechanism by which they transform the 

reactant to a product is often not well understood. Elucidating the pathway(s) in which a 

reaction occurs can be beneficial to the optimization process, thereby improving the 

efficacy of the catalyst23.  

Organometallic catalysts used in industry are often d-block metals23,31 whereby the valence 

electrons of the metal reside in the d-orbital. It is well understood that there are many 

varieties of organometallic complexes, but the main metals of interest for this body of work 

has been limited to d-block metals. The first reporting of a homogeneous transition metal 

catalyst22,32 is the cobalt carbonyl complex for hydroformylation by Roelen in 193833. In 
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1961, Heck and Breslow published their mechanistic findings for the cobalt based 

hydroformylation of olefins.22,34  

1.4. Mechanistic Investigation  

In trying to understand the role the cobalt and carbon monoxide (CO) played in the 

hydroformylation reaction, Heck and Breslow investigated the homogenous catalyst, 

whereby the catalyst is in the same phase as the reactant or substrate22. Mechanisms of such 

catalysts can be partially established by means of synthesizing the intermediates and 

understanding their behaviour through determining the product that formed from the 

intermediate reactions34.  

The results demonstrated that the cobalt catalyst coordinated to the olefin and was 

subsequently reduced by CO to form the aldehyde product34,35. Nevertheless, the question 

remains: how did they determine that the cobalt coordinated with the olefin? First, Heck 

and Breslow synthesized the intermediate compound – the cobalt carbonyl catalyst reacting 

with the olefin. Next, a change in the infrared spectrum was observed, indicating that there 

was a chemical change in the solution.  

Infrared spectroscopy (IR) measures the vibrational modes of a chemical bond. If there are 

changes to the electronics of the bond, the vibrational frequency will change, and exactly 

the observation noted in the publication36.   

Assuming that the olefin was coordinated to the cobalt, a reductive step would eliminate 

the olefin with a carbonyl to yield an aldehyde; if otherwise, the reduction would not 

change anything. Upon addition of iodine and methanol, an aldehyde was formed, 
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indicating the formation of a cobalt-olefin intermediate complex. This method of 

investigation was extended to other speculated steps in the mechanism.  

Such investigative technique is laborious and complicated as it requires the synthesis of 

the potential intermediate species, which sometimes can be difficult to perform. Another 

downside to the technique is that it uses an inductive method to interpret the chemistry of 

intermediate processes. For example, the formation of the cobalt-olefin complex was 

inferred from the change in IR spectra and the formation of the aldehyde upon reduction. 

But what happens during the coordination and reduction is still not known and remains 

difficult to determine unless there are molecular scale visualizations recording the reactions 

at a timescale required for one reaction event.  

Although we are still not able to look precisely at a molecular reaction with the current 

technological advancements, our ability to make inferences about a reaction can now be 

done at much higher accuracy and sensitivity with modern characterization techniques used 

to monitor a reaction in real time. Instrumentations such as nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR)37–43, IR44–47  or mass spectrometry (MS)48–53 can be used to monitor a chemical 

reaction in real time. By monitoring the reaction, the chemical transformation can be 

tracked, resulting in the ability to visualize in-spectra the change in intensity, and therefore, 

amount for each chemical species. By being able to monitor the dynamics of each species, 

we can perform mechanistic investigations in a much more convenient and powerful way. 

The results obtained are superior to the earlier method of isolating individual intermediates 

and inferring reaction behaviour from just the yield and identity of the product.  
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1.5. Mass Spectrometry 

Tracking reactions in real time is helpful in understanding the kinetics and mechanistic 

pathways54,55 in a given chemical reaction. Mass spectrometry is one of the methods 

available for characterization of chemical species. It has been used to track the change in 

intensity chemical species over the course of the reaction48–53.  

1.5.1. What is Mass Spectrometry  

A mass spectrometer is a chemical instrument that measures the abundance of ions56. The 

initial development by JJ Thomson of the cathode ray tube led to the discovery of 

negatively charged particles57, also referred to as electrons. Incidentally, when he turned 

his attention to understand the fundamentals of the positive counterpart, Thomson wound 

up constructing a precursor to the mass spectrometer, a device known as a mass 

spectrograph. This precursor instrument looked at ray patterns through photographic sheets; 

however, using photographic sheets to quantify signal was a difficult task. To combat this, 

an electrical device recording the intensity of the ray would be beneficial to quantify the 

abundance of ions as the device would have some form of voltage or current readings. 

Eventually, Thomson replaced the photographic sheets with a contraption known as a 

Faraday cup, a metal conductive cup that increases in current proportionally to the intensity 

of the impending ray or ion beam.  

With this device, FW Aston (JJ Thomson’s research assistant) worked on identifying 

isotopes of elements – the concept of an element having different number of neutrons was 

not yet well established58,59. In order to measure different isotopes, the instrument must be 

able to differentiate between masses. Using an electromagnet, the ion beam was curved, 
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and varying masses had different radii of curvature when exposed to the same magnetic 

field36,58,60.  Thus, this presented a way to isolate the ion beam of individual masses. By 

varying the magnetic field, the ion beam for each mass will arrive at the Faraday cup 

independently, thereby making it possible to quantify the intensity for each mass60.  

Aston was able to determine the relative abundance of isotopes for an element and also the 

mass of each of these quantified in m/z (mass-to-charge ratio) units. The mass-to-charge 

ratio (m/z) is a ratio between the mass of the analyte divided by its charge. However, as we 

will see in the later section, a single mass-to-charge ratio does not always imply a single 

species, and this can complicate our identification of our chemical species of interest.  

Understanding the origins of the mass spectrograph can assist in the understanding of the 

new instrumentation for the mass spectrometer. The concepts for mass spectrometry are 

very similar to the ideas for a mass spectrograph. Each mass spectrum plots the intensity 

against the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z).  The intensity is defined as the abundance of ions in 

a scan60. Mass spectrometers possess three main components: the ionization source, the 

mass analyzer, and the detector.  
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Figure 1.2: Simulated mass spectrum of palladium 

 

Figure 1.3: Mass spectrometer (triple quadrupole) schematic outlining the steps of analysis 

in MS: Ionization, Mass Filtering, Detection 

To begin our analysis on the mass spectrometer, we must first introduce the chemical 

species of interest into the instrument. We do this at the ionization source. Typically, the 

chemicals or analytes are prepared in solutions as samples (an unknown solution containing 

species of interest) or as standards (a solution containing chemical of interest at known 

concentration). There are different ways in which an analyte can be detected in the 

spectrometer, but there are, foremost, two requirements for the analyte to be detected: it 

must (i) be in gas phase and (ii) be charged60,61. Most sample preparations are usually in 
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solution, or in liquid phase, and they must be vaporized to the gas phase. Once the analyte 

is in gas phase and is charged, it travels inside the mass spectrometer in the form of an ion 

beam. This transformation along with some other ionization methods will be addressed in 

a later section. 

Following the ionization source, the ion beam moves through the second major component: 

the mass filter. The mass filter takes the ions in gas phase and, by using magnetic or electric 

fields, separate them60,62. Thus, this step isolates the beam to contain only one m/z. In an 

ideal world, that would mean there is only one species in the beam; but more often than 

not, such is not the case. As we have already defined, the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) is a 

dimensionless ratio between the mass of the analyte divided by the charge of the analyte. 

A compound with double the mass and double the charge will share the same m/z. In 

addition, there can also be contaminants within the sample with the same approximate mass 

and charge, and this can result in them being identified as the target analyte as well63,64. 

However, there are methods to resolve these issues and they will be addressed in a 

subsequent section  

1.6. High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry  

 

Contaminants within a sample with a similar mass and charge to the chemical species of 

interest are difficult to discern –they would be counted (appear in the same peak) as the 

same species as the target analyte in a mass spectrum. One of the ways to counter this issue 

is to push for higher resolution in instruments. A molar mass of a target molecule can 

coincide with contaminants, but this is usually only at the nominal mass (mass before the 

decimal point)65. By increasing the resolution, this allows the molecule’s mass to be 
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discerned at a higher decimal point i.e. up to the third or fourth decimal point. At this level 

of precision, we can eventually separate the contaminant peak from that of the target 

analyte. 

The Ion Cyclotron is a one of the high-resolution methods used in mass spectrometry66,67. 

In principle, it is a non-destructive method with respect to the ion (where the analyte ion is 

maintained); however, in its operation it is still destructive due to the ionization method 

used60. The ion cyclotron works by means of oscillating the ion beam in a cyclic fashion –

this is known as its cyclotron resonance68,69. Upon exciting the cyclic beam with a radio 

frequency (RF), the ion beam widens70. The widening of the beam carries the same concept 

as the electromagnet for JJ Thomson’s mass spectrograph where the ion beam was 

diverging upon the activation of the electromagnet.  

In application, the ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) specific RF is used to excite a specific 

mass which increases its radius of cyclic oscillation. When the ion is in close proximity to 

the electrode, it causes the metal electrodes to build up charge which results in a current, 

this current is known as an image current, being detected as a signal decay60,71. The decay 

can be transformed through Fourier transform (FT), resulting in the modern incarnation of 

the instrument we now know as FT-ICR.  

One of the major flaws of the FT-ICR is that it requires large magnets to maintain the 

magnetic field72. In 1999, Makarov published the patent on a new detector ion cell, now 

called the Orbitrap73. The Orbitrap is ion trap device that traps ions in oscillation motion 

in a quadrologarithmic field74. There are two main components in the orbitrap cell, a barrel 

electrode and a spindle electrode75,76. The quadrologarithmic field is produced by creating 
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a DC potential between the two electrodes, Vcell. Vcell needs to be at a higher potential than 

the potential, V, exerted by an incoming ion at velocity v. The relationship between v and 

V for the incoming ion into the field is represented by: 

 𝐪𝐕 =
𝟏

𝟐
𝐦𝐯𝟐 (

𝐑

𝐫
) (1.7) 

R is the radius of the barrel electrode, r is the radius of the spindle electrode, m is the mass 

of the ion, and q is the charge of the ion. When the ion enters this field is forced into an 

axial oscillation around the spindle due to its cylindrical geometry. To prevent the ions 

from colliding with the endcaps containing the trap cell, the endcaps exert a repelling 

potential. The ion detection step for orbitrap is done by measuring the axial oscillation of 

an ion in the cell. The axial motion is dependent on the mass and charge of the incoming 

ion and this is reflected in its frequency in oscillation. Thus when the ion packet oscillates 

in the cell, the image current can be measured and the result will be a time-domain 

transient77. The transient is a waveform that has periodic oscillations in intensity whose 

intensity will decay after each oscillation, it is also known as a free induction decay78,79. 

This decay can then converted to frequency domain by FT to obtain the mass spectrum 

from the unique axial oscillations which are correlated to the mass to charge ratio of the 

ion.   

1.7. Types of Mass Filters  

In general, the purpose of mass filters is to isolate the m/z in the incident ion beam. The 

detection of ion intensity in the resulting beam will then be representative of the isolated 

mass’ ion count  
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1.7.1. Quadrupole Mass Filter  

The quadrupole mass filter is a linear filter containing four cylindrical rods in a square 

diamond formation60 (top-bottom and left-right) as illustrated in the figure below. The rods 

on opposing poles are held at the same potentials which hold a pair of rods at a negative 

voltage and the other pair at a positive voltage. Depending on the polarity of the ion, it will 

be attracted to a pair of rods and repelled by the other pair80,81. Holding the two pairs of 

cylindrical rods at a constant potential will result in the neutralization of the ion beam from 

collision-induced discharge at a rod. To contain the ion in quadrupole while moving 

towards the detector, the polarity must be oscillated at a fast rate to maintain the quadrupole 

motion. Therefore, the potential on the two pairs of rods are oscillated by an RF voltage at 

MHz frequencies60,82. This oscillation will induce the ion beam to be attracted to a pair of 

rods in the quadrupole at one moment and repelled by a pair at another moment. 

 

Figure 1.4: Side view and 3D rendition of a quadrupole mass filter 

The ion motion in a quadrupole is shown below. The ion beam is only stable when two 

dictating factors are held at a specific ratio. These are (i) the DC voltage and (ii) the RF 

voltage on the quadrupole83,84. To determine the ratios, a plot of DC voltage versus RF 

voltage will demonstrate the possible regions of stability, as indicated by the numbered 

points in figure below  
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Figure 1.5: Visualization of a stable ion motion/trajectory in a quadrupole mass filter 

Looking at the mass stability, shown as M1, M2 and M3, these values represent three 

arbitrary m/z that are to be isolated in the mass filter. The region specified to the variable 

show the potentials at which the ions of the isolated m/z will be stable. When the instrument 

scans through the masses, the line in which a potential ramp follows must intersect with 

these stable regions as demonstrated in figure above. 

Quadrupoles are great mass filters when scanning through m/z is a necessity for the 

instrument. Other advantages of quadrupoles include high ion transmission, low cost of 

production, and low voltages needed for ion acceleration60 . Understanding the principles 

of a quadrupole will be critical in our understanding of other mass filters.  

1.8. Tandem Mass Spectrometry  

Tandem mass spectrometry is a technique in which the instrument detects fragments of the 

analyte ion to identify specific compounds in a complex mixture. To obtain the analyte ion, 
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the compound of interest is first ionized and isolated. The ions are then subject to 

decomposition by high energy bombardments to facilitate fragmentation85.   

Tandem in space 86 mass spectrometry separates the tandem experiment into two separate 

spaces. The first region contains the analyte ion prior to fragmentation, and this is also 

known as a precursor ion. The second region contains the resulting fragment ion, otherwise 

known as the product ion87. This form of experiment is used in triple quadrupole mass 

spectrometers shown in the figure below.   

 

Figure 1.6: Diagram of tandem in space where filtering pre and post fragmentation happens 

in two locationsIonization Methods  

Now that we have covered the various detectors and mass filters used in mass spectrometry, 

we now need to address an important question: How do the molecules ionize? In this 

section, ionization methods will be discussed in greater detail. 

There are many methods of ionization used in mass spectrometry, however, for the 

purposes of this thesis, I will be focusing electrospray ionization.  
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1.8.1. Electrospray Ionization  

Electrospray ionization (ESI) transfers preformed ions from solution into the gas 

phase60,88,89. The first step in ESI is done by imparting a high potential environment to the 

liquid sample, resulting in a spray, known as a Taylor cone90, of fine droplets at the tip of 

an ESI capillary. The high potential generates an excess of positive ions (negative in the 

negative ion mode) through oxidation (reduction processes), usually of the solvent or of 

the capillary itself. The excess charge is on the surface of the droplets, and as the droplets 

are desolvated, the surface ions experience enough repulsion to be expelled into the gas 

phase in a process known as ion evaporation91–93. The process in an instrumental 

perspective is outlined in the figure below  

 

Figure 1.7: Diagram of ESI Probe  
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1.9. Automation of Reaction Monitoring 

 

Reaction monitoring through mass spectrometry by means of PSI-ESI-MS reveal 

information that are hidden by conventional techniques of NMR or IR. Mass spectrometry, 

having the ability to diagnose the mass to charge ratio, allow for the opportunity to extract 

unique ion information and interrogate the changes occurring for associated ion. Tracking 

an ion series, a series of ions with the same m/z or m/z transitions, reveal kinetic behaviour 

for the interrogated species. These kinetic behaviours are vital to the understanding of 

reaction mechanisms, see which species are associated with reactant, products, or 

intermediates.  

The standard protocol in the McIndoe lab for reaction monitoring requires the use of PSI-

ESI-MS acquisitions starting from baseline of a reaction mixture containing only solvent 

and reagents without the onset of reaction. The baseline gives an idea on what is present 

before the induction of the reaction. Monitoring the changes relative to the baseline offer a 

simplistic investigation methodology. To trigger the reaction, often catalyst is added to the 

reaction mixture and the reaction progress is recorded through the mass spectrometer.  

Setting up the reaction mixture for baseline and the subsequent reaction monitoring require 

typically 2 hours plus reaction time based on personal experience. This is hindering for 

rapid analyses of reactions or even performing reproducibility studies for a reaction. The 

time consuming and sensitive nature of mass spectrometry-based reaction monitoring led 

to the reporting of chemical observations based on an experimental set of a single 

acquisition.  

From this experience, the design of an automated reaction monitoring platform is 

conceived and includes both software and hardware solutions to address this project. 
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Automating reaction monitoring, or even further chemical kinetics, opens new 

opportunities in chemical automation filling the void between high throughput screening, 

exploratory synthetic chemistry, and process chemistry.  

Throughout this text, each chapter addresses the manifestation of mass spectrometry based 

reaction monitoring, from Chapter 2 describing the processes of manual acquisitions to the 

subsequent chapters outlining development of the automation platform through robotics, 

classification models supplemented by a software infrastructure sustaining the data 

acquisition and process workflow in reaction monitoring. 

 

Figure 1.8: Graphical demonstration of the automation workflow for automating reaction 

monitoring for mass spectrometry 

 

In Figure 1.8, the course of the automation workflow starts with hardware robotic 

automation in a project named KENDRICK. Robotics opens access to rapid analyses and 

reproducibility studies, addressing the downfalls of manual reaction monitoring. To sustain 

this automation workflow, the infrastructure contains three subprojects: Sinatra, 
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AutoMRM, and Spectra.ly. In essence, Sinatra is a software using user control automation 

and data processing to create a platform to perform ion characterization through tandem 

mass spectrometric techniques. AutoMRM takes the characterization information from 

Sinatra and extract key features of the compound to create Waters compliant Multiple 

Reaction Monitoring methods. Spectra.ly is a mass spectrometry data processing library 

that allows for quick and simple creation of processing method that is applicable for batch 

processing, packaging the data for subsequent data analyses. The Sinatra, AutoMRM, and 

Spectra.ly infrastructure takes data collected from the mass spectrometer for a reaction 

sample for creating targeted methods (using Sinatra and AutoMRM) and packaging the 

collected data from the experimental acquisition (using Spectra.ly) for further data 

analyses.     

Further data analyses for this workflow involves passing the data through a reaction role 

classifier. Other statistical methods can be used to analyze the packaged information from 

Spectra.ly, however, with interest in chemical kinetics for this project, reaction role 

classification was an appropriate method. Taking the packaged data, the classifier can 

iterate through the m/z and identify its role in a reaction based on the kinetic information. 

Incorporating this to the automation workflow shown in Figure 1.8, it is possible to rapidly 

assess a large set of reactions with multiple replicates (through KENDRICK), create 

reaction tracking methods on the fly (through Sinatra, AutoMRM), package the resulting 

data from the experiment (through Spectra.ly), and output the reaction roles of species of 

interest (through Reaction Role Classification). This is powerful for a kinetic chemist as 

they can submit reaction samples to the automation workflow, wait for the results, and 

focus on interpreting the results to either create a new hypothesis for a reaction mechanism 
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or provide the data to support a proposed mechanism. A powerful technology as such 

simplifies the experimental aspects for chemical kinetics.  
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2. CHAPTER 2: TITANOCENE OXIDATION AND THE USE OF 
REAL TIME MASS SPECTROMETRY WITH COLOURIMETRIC 

TECHNIQUES  

Results reproduced with permission from Yeung, D.; Penafiel, J.; Zijlstra, Harmen S.; 

McIndoe, J. Scott. “Oxidation of Titanocene(III): The Deceptive Simplicity of a Color 

Change” Inorg. Chem., 2018, 57, 457-461.  

2.1. Real Time Mass Spectrometry  

Tracking a reaction can be done in a continuous infusion fashion; in a nutshell, this 

means introducing the reaction sample to an instrument as the reaction occurs. Unlike the 

previous methods of reaction monitoring, this technique is advantageous in that it no 

longer requires the wait time in between injection times and column separation. The 

limiting factor now is lies in the instrument’s sampling time (i.e. the time interval 

required for signal detection). Using mass spectrometry in such a manner is known as 

direct infusion or real time mass spectrometry.  

The only prerequisite for real time mass spectrometry is a method to introduce the sample 

to the instrument continuously. Pumps such as peristaltic pumps, stepper motor pump, or 

syringe pumps can continuously introduce liquid samples for real time monitoring. 

Solvent compatibility with the pumps, as well as the inability to add reagents without 

perturbing the infusion is an issue, particularly for air sensitive reactions.  

How can air sensitive reactions be analyzed without sample preparations for reaction 

monitoring? In the McIndoe group, a continuous infusion method94–101 known as 

pressurized sample infusion electrospray ionization MS (PSI-ESI-MS) is utilized. Much 

like a cannula transfer, an inert gas overpressure is exerted to a Schlenk flask to force the 
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reaction sample to exit the vessel through a polyether ether ketone (PEEK) tubing that is 

connected directly to the mass spectrometer. This form of infusion is a viable and 

extremely accessible method to analyze air sensitive reactions96.  

2.2. The Oxidation of Titanocene  

One of such air sensitive reaction is the oxidation of titanocene, which is commonly used 

as a glovebox indicator102,103. Titanocene is an organotitanium complex with two 

cyclopentadiene ligand bound in a η5 conformation – the titanium is coordinated to all 

five carbon atoms in the cyclopentadiene ring.  

A common titanocene reagent is bis(η5-cyclopentadiene) titanium (IV) dichloride, which 

for the purpose of simplicity, will now be abbreviated to Cp2Ti(IV)Cl2. When 

Cp2Ti(IV)Cl2 is reduced with zinc, manganese, or magnesium, Cp2Ti(IV)Cl2 is converted 

to Cp2Ti(III)Cl104–106 The converted titanium(III) complex is reduced a radical, with the 

titanium bearing the lone electron107,108. This transition metal radical is useful for 

applications such as photoinitiators for light-based curing processes and also industrial 

syntheses109,110 such as radical epoxide ring opening108,109,111–118.  

In the absence of coordinating solvents, Cp2Ti(III)Cl will form a dimer as Cp4Ti(III)(μ-

Cl)2
102,119. However, in solvents such as tetrahydrofuran (THF) or acetonitrile (MeCN), 

solvent coordination to the metal center assists in stabilizing the complex by means of an 

electron count change from 14 electrons to 16 electrons. Through empirical data, a 

complex with 18 electrons is a stable complex and this heuristic is known as the 18 

electron rule. Having 16 electrons in the titanium complex is more stable than having 14 

electrons because it is closer in value to the 18 electrons as dictated by the 18 electron 
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rule. Therefore, any two-electron donor solvent would undergo such a process as 

described above120,121.  

In 1994, Burgmayer proposed the use of titanocene in MeCN as an indicator for a 

compromised inert atmosphere. He presented a scheme for the reduction of a 

titanocene(IV) dichloride to obtain the Cp4Ti(III)(μ-Cl)2 dimer. This subsequently then 

dissociates in MeCN to become Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2, which is blue in color, as shown in 

the figure below. The blue Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2 changes in color to yellow upon 

compromise of the inert atmosphere. The mechanism for titanocene in the reduction 

step115,122 or for radical reactions111,112,123 has been well documented but the oxidation 

step for titanocene is not well studied. As such, this presented a great opportunity for the 

utilization of techniques such as PSI-ESI-MS to track the changes in species during the 

reaction upon oxidation. My work in this endeavour aims to elucidate and provide insight 

to the mechanistic behaviours of the oxidation of titanocene as shown in the figure below. 
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Scheme 2.1: Reaction scheme for the oxidation of titanocene (Red: Titanocene(IV) chloride, 

Green: Titanocene(III) chloride dimer, Blue: Titanocene(III) bisacetonitrile, Yellow: 

Titanocene(IV) bisacetonitrile) 

 

2.3. Addition of Orthogonal Techniques: Colorimetry 

 

The dramatic color change from blue to yellow in titanocene oxidation opens up another 

avenue for analysis of the reaction through light in the visible spectrum. This can provide 

secondary information to the reaction. Pairing the mass spectrometry results with changes 

in the visible spectrum can offer insight on rates124–128 and more importantly, pairing the 

timing information of the two techniques. Between the two analyses, monitoring the 

correlation of events can potentially reveal the cause of the color change. 
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I developed a python-based program, ColorPixel, for the purpose of performing 

colorimetry during the reaction. First, a smartphone is used to record a video of the 

reaction, steadied by a tripod much like the following figure.  

 

Figure 2.1: ColorPixel setup to acquire colorimetry data 

Time-lapse photography will also suffice as long as the photos are stitched in post-

production into a video format like MPEG4. Key is the frames or images must be steady. 

ColorPixel has the user choose a pixel to track the color changes and plot the color 

change over time as a color bar consistent with the timing information of the recording. 
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This technique is used in conjunction with PSI-ESI-MS in the experiments for this 

chapter and will be displayed with the MS reaction chronogram as shown below. 

 

Figure 2.2: The methodology concept for constructing the colorbar through ColorPixel (A: 

Pre-oxidation and B: Post-oxidation) 

2.4. Results and Discussion 

2.4.1. Oxidation Monitoring by PSI-ESI-MS  

Studying the process of titanocene oxidation is an inherently sensitive reaction, as any 

contamination in the inert atmosphere of the sample will compromise the analysis99–101. 

To maintain an oxygen-free environment, the reaction sample was contained in a Schlenk 
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flask sealed with a rubber septum. The PEEK tubing for the cannula transfer to the mass 

spectrometer was pierced through a septum, as depicted in the figure below.  

 

Figure 2.3: Experimental setup of PSI-ESI-MS 

By continuously infusing the oxidation starting material, Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2, to the mass 

spectrometer, it was observed that the expected m/z 260 peak was steady in the 

chronogram. However, upon addition of air into the sample, the titanocene oxidation 

reaction occurred so quickly and let to inconclusive data due to the formation of neutrals 

and solid which could not be detected by ESI. This resulted in the loss of signal in the 

mass spectrometer. If direct introduction of air into the reaction vessel was too reactive to 

get any viable information, then the oxidation process must be slowed down to 

circumvent this problem.  
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A slow infusion of O2 saturated solution of MeCN was introduced to the reaction sample, 

thus inducing the oxidation in a controlled manner. In doing so, the oxidation reaction 

traces were observed. The figure shown below demonstrates the speciation changes that 

occurred during the oxidation process.  

 

Figure 2.4: Chronogram of starting materials and products with color change profile 

displaying the oxidation of titanocene. (Top: Starting materials, Middle: Products, Bottom: 

Colorbar from ColorPixel 
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Based on the changes in Figure 2.4, there is a slight stagger between the mass 

spectrometry data and colorimetry data. The stagger can come from two possible factors: 

1) there is a lag time between the reaction change to the detection of the change in the 

mass spectrometer and 2) the color change may come from a neutral reaction which 

cannot be observed by mass spectrometry. 

Upon the addition of oxygen to the system, an immediate decrease in the oxidation 

starting material intensity was observed. Alongside that, there was an increase in signal 

of many other peaks in the mass spectrum. The figure only outlined three significant 

peaks, intensity was highest in post-oxidation spectrum or highest of products or 

intermediates, but there were many peaks present from the oxidation as shown in the 

following figure.  
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Figure 2.5: High resolution mass spectrum of the products post-oxidation outlining four 

major species 

2.4.2. Titanium species in oxidation  

The onset of oxidation generated many peaks in the mass spectrum. By assessing if the 

peak carries an isotope pattern, it can be determined if the peak represents a complex 

containing titanium. Iterating through the spectrum, it was discovered that there were, at 

least, twenty-three different types of titanium species present post-oxidation. Many of 

these species were coordinated with oxygen-containing ligands. Attempts to identify 

these peaks were unsuccessful using unit mass resolution mass spectrometers and tandem 

mass spectrometry. To increase the resolution, a high-resolution mass spectrometry 

instrument known as the Orbitrap was used to resolve and identify the multiple unknown 

species using high-accuracy m/z values. The resulting spectrum is shown below, and 

many unexpected possibilities for chemical formulae was elucidated.  
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Figure 2.6: High-resolution mass spectrum for the confirmation of an oxo-titanium complex 

Typically, instruments like the Orbitrap have a degree of accuracy high enough for a 

match to a single chemical formula129. Through this process of species identification, 

some peaks were identified; present were titanium complexes that had bridging 

oxygen(s), which agrees with the behaviour of the titanium oxidation130–137, but there 

were also hydroxy and methoxy ligands coordinated to the titanium center(s). It was still 

unclear if the resulting species from the compromised inert atmosphere was caused by the 

oxygen in the atmosphere or by water, thus a follow-up study looking at oxidation versus 

hydrolysis was performed to better understand the decomposition of the titanocene 

indicator.  

2.4.3. Oxidation versus Hydrolysis: An Investigation  

To elucidate the source of the oxygen-containing titanium complexes, or oxo-titanium 

species, pre- and post-oxidation analyses were performed. These serve to help us figure 

out what is in the sample before the oxidation, and what reaction(s) occur in between to 

obtain a post-oxidation spectrum with not just one, but twenty-three different oxo-
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titanium species. The presence of both bridging oxy and hydroxy ligands makes it 

exceptionally challenging to discern whether it is a combined decomposition reaction 

from two sources namely, oxygen and water, or a decomposition from a single source.  

 

Figure 2.7: Products for the hydrolysis and oxidation of titanocene (A: Product at m/z 236 

of hydrolysis Cp2Ti(IV)(MeCN)(OH) and B: Product of oxidation Cp2Ti(IV)(MeCN)(OMe) 

at m/z 250) 

In order to isolate the two types of complexes, analyses of both oxidation versus 

hydrolysis of the reaction was necessitated. At the start of the infusion to the mass 

spectrometer, a steady m/z 260 signal was observed in the mass spectrum. The absence of 

oxidation peaks was noted. Introducing 0.1 equivalents (eq) of water in MeCN to the 

reaction solution, there was a small decrease in starting material in the chronogram; 

however, the expected hydroxy ligand was not present, only the m/z 260 was present.  

At concentrations of 125 eq of water, the first formations of the expected hydroxy ligands 

were detected in the chronogram. However, relative to the most intense peak in the 

spectrum, m/z 260, the hydroxy complex was only present with a 0.03% abundance. 

Additionally, a significant loss of signal for m/z 260 occurred during the 125 eq 

hydrolysis. It was postulated that the loss of signal of m/z 260 and the resulting absence 
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of product peaks in the hydrolysis spectrum was due to the formation of neutral 

decomposition products. This result is consistent throughout the hydrolysis reaction, up 

until the hydrolysis reaction solution was sparged with oxygen to induce a marked 

increase in the expected hydroxy species in the chronogram shown below.  

 

Figure 2.8: Chronogram for the hydrolysis of titanocene 

From the hydrolysis experiments, it was demonstrated that the presence of hydroxy 

species, seen as high intensity peaks in the oxidation spectra, are not likely caused or 

formed by a reaction with water, but much rather by another mechanism through the 

involvement of oxygen. The loss of signal at m/z 260 can be indicative of either the 

formation of neutral species, or a change in electrospray ionization efficiency. The latter 

could be due to the addition of water to the reaction sample, thereby altering the polarity 

of the overall solvent composition, and leading to the change in electrospray ionization 

efficiency. The change in ionization efficiency is sufficient to cause a loss of signal95; 
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however, further studies must be performed to properly determine the cause behind the 

decline in signal. In summary, hydrolysis plays a relatively significant, but minor role in 

the decomposition pathway in the larger scheme of the overall titanocene oxidation. From 

our research question of impact on titanocene in oxidation versus hydrolysis, we 

observed that hydrolysis plays minor role in decomposition thus we can infer from this 

that oxidation has the major role to forming the oxo-titanium species.  

Having a better understanding of the dominant reaction in the decomposition of 

titanocene, there are other mysteries that are of interest other than the oxy and hydroxy 

titanocenes. Methoxy titanocene species were also observed in the spectrum, how are 

they formed during the decomposition? 

2.4.4. Methyl Abstraction and deuterium labelled study  

The presence of methoxy titanium species presents an interesting conundrum to resolve. 

There are two probabilities: Either (1) the titanocene solution was contaminated with 

methanol and produced a cationic methoxy titanium species122, or (2) there was a 

complex methyl abstraction pathway to acquire a methyl group bound with oxygen that is 

coordinated to the titanium. Prior literature on methanol reactions with Cp2Ti(IV)Cl2 has 

shown that the complex reacts to produce Cp2Ti(IV)(OMe)2 or a cationic 

[Cp2Ti(IV)(OMe)]
+122

.  

In a problem with two probable answers, the principle of Occam’s razor states that the 

solution with the less speculation is usually sounder. In other words, the simplest solution 

is more likely to be correct. From the two possible explanations that we have above, 

methanol contamination is the easier of the two to explain; however, it is also the easier 
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option to disprove. Reacting Cp2Ti(IV)Cl2 in acetonitrile (MeCN) with methanol will 

create the observed Cp2Ti(IV)(MeCN)(OMe); however, this species was not observed 

prior to oxidation. The results indicate that the trace methanol levels in the solvents are 

not sufficient to be a major peak in the mass spectrum.  

This leaves the other explanation that a methyl abstraction event occurred to produce the 

target Cp2Ti(IV)(MeCN)(OMe) compounds. When reviewing the reaction, the only 

methyl source was from MeCN. Methyl abstraction is possible in the perspective SN2 

nucleophilic attack from the oxygen. However, before we rush to any conclusions, it is 

important to consider another factor: Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2 is a radical. Even though this 

aspect of the molecule needs to be verified by Electron Paramagnetic Resonance, prior 

literature on Cp2Ti(III) species indicate that it is a radical species107,108,111,112,123. The 

radical mechanism involves the termination of the titanium radical when reacted with one 

of the radicals on elemental oxygen. This results in a radical on the terminal end of the 

oxygen molecule. The other oxygen repeats the termination step with another radical 

titanium resulting a di-titanium species with two bridging oxygen atoms. The oxygen 

bridge then undergo radical initiation to form two radical oxo-titanium species with the 

oxygen carrying the radical electron. The oxo-titanium radical then attacks the methyl 

group on MeCN, resulting in a radical CN group and a methoxy titanium complex, as 

shown in the figure below.  
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Figure 2.9: Proposed radical mechanism for the generation of methoxy titanocene species 

Regardless of the mechanism, it must first be determined if the methyl abstraction is the 

explanation by which the methoxy group was formed. A deuterium-labelled study was 

designed to determine the source of the initial methyl group. This was accomplished by 

performing all previous procedures for the titanocene oxidation in deuterated MeCN (d3-

MeCN). This included the synthesis of the oxidation starting material Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN-

d3)2.  

Prior to oxidation, the new oxidation starting material Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN-d3)2 was 

identified at m/z 263 and this peak held steady in the chronogram. Upon addition of 

oxygen-saturated MeCN to the deuterated reaction sample, the formation of the 

Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN- d3)(MeCN) occurred first, followed by the completed replacement of 

MeCN- d3 with protonated MeCN. After complete ligand replacement, the methoxy 

formation began. In the two methoxy traces shown in the reaction chronogram below, 

one had three deuterium atoms and the other was completely protonated. Methyl groups 

will be triply deuterated thus indicating a methyl group on the methoxy titanium complex 
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is deuterated, but it could be on either the MeCN or on the methoxy. Upon fragmentation, 

a peak presenting (OMe-d3) was present thus indicating that the methyl group on the 

methoxy was indeed abstracted from MeCN. 

 

Figure 2.10: Deuterium labelled study for the oxidation of titanocene 

  

In summary, the deuterium-labelled study provided two main insightful results: firstly, it 

helped determine the possibility of a methyl abstraction over a simple methanol 

contamination, and secondly, it showed us the compound from which the methyl group 

was acquired from.  
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2.5. Experimental 

2.5.1. General considerations  

All experiments were carried out under inert atmospheric conditions using standard 

Schlenk techniques and glove box techniques. Acetonitrile (reagent grade, Caledon 

Laboratories) was dried over CaH2 and distilled prior to use. Acetonitrile-d3 (Sigma 

Aldrich) was used without further purification. Cp2TiCl2 (Sigma Aldrich) and zinc dust 

(325 mesh, Anachemia) were used without further purification. Glass fiber syringe filters 

(0.45 m, Whatman) were dried prior to use.  

The colorimetric chronograph was constructed using my own in-house built software 

ColorPixel, whereby time-lapse photography of the reaction captured via a smartphone 

was processed to get the final chronograph.  

All ESI-MS spectra were recorded using a Waters Acquity Triple Quadrupole Detector 

equipped with a Z-Spray electrospray ionization source. The capillary voltage was held at 

3.1 kV, cone voltage at 5.0 V, and extraction cone at 1.0 V. The following settings were 

used to obtain optimal desolvation conditions: desolvation gas flow rate 300 L/hr, cone 

gas flow rate 150 L/hr, source temperature 85℃, desolvation temperature 180℃. The 

detector gain was set to an optimal voltage of 470 V. Scan time was set to 1 s, with an 

inter-scan time of 0.1 s. MS/MS experiments were performed with a collision energy 

between 2-50 V with an argon collision gas flow rate of 0.1 mL/hr.  

2.5.2. Preparation of solutions for analysis  

Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2 was prepared using a modified literature synthesis in which Cp2TiCl2 

(32 mg, 0.13 mmol) was dissolved in 60 mL of MeCN. To the solution was added zinc 
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dust (2 g, 30.6 mmol) and the resulting solution was stirred for 2 days at room 

temperature. Filtration of the solution enables a final Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2 concentration of 

5 mM that was used directly in the ESI-MS experiments without significant 

decomposition.  

Upon infusion of the synthesized Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2 as the oxidation starting material, a 

prominent peak at m/z 260 was present indicating the successful formation of 

Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2. To ensure that this species was the target titanocene complex, a 

comparison of the experimental data with the theoretical isotope pattern was made and 

the two patterns matched, as shown in the figure below.  

 

Figure 2.11: Isotopic confirmation of the cationic titanocene(III) bisacetonitrile (a) with its 

anionic counterion zinc(II) chloride (b) 
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2.5.3. Reaction PSI-ESI-MS Details  

2.5.4. Oxidation  

In a typical experiment 4 mL of a 5 mM stock solution of [Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2]
+ was 

taken and filtered through a glass fiber syringe filter into a 8 mL sample vial enclosed 

with a septum. This system was connected to the ESI-MS and used for the initial data 

collection. In a separate vial, oxygen was sparged into 10 mL of acetonitrile for 2 minutes 

to ensure saturation. After data collection had started, this solution was infused into the 

vial via a syringe pump at 0.200 mL/min to start the oxidation. The speciation was 

monitored until no more changes were observed (20 min).  

2.5.5. Hydrolysis  

In a typical experiment 4 mL of a 5 mM stock solution of [Cp2Ti(III)(MeCN)2]
+ was 

taken and filtered through a glass fiber syringe filter into a 8 mL sample vial enclosed 

with a septum. This system was connected to the ESI-MS and used for the initial data 

collection. Separately different solutions of water in acetonitrile were prepared 

volumetrically and introduced to the main solution via a stepper motor pump at 0.200 

mL/min. Where applicable oxygen was sparged into the main solution to induce 

oxidation.  

2.6. Conclusion  

Studying the oxidation of titanocene has led to many new-found knowledge about how 

the radical titanocene(III) behaves under the conditions of a compromised atmosphere. 

Starting with the initial confirmation, through mass spectrometry, the incorporation of 

solvent into the titanium(III) complex supports the findings by Nugent and 
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RajanBabu120,121. The oxidation behaviour of the titanocene radical to the oxo-

titanocene(IV) complexes have been elucidated through PSI-ESI- MS and the reaction 

chronograph outlines the reaction progress as the oxidation occur pair with the color 

change information through ColorPixel.  

Through high resolution mass spectrometry, many oxo-titanium species were identified. 

Unfortunately, not every species was able to be determined, thus other methods for the 

characterization of titanium complexes would assist in this further endeavour in fully 

understanding the roles of the low intensity peaks. Oxidation and hydrolysis comparisons 

have helped determine the properties of titanocene as a glovebox indicator, and 

suggesting that the indicator is more sensitive to the presence of oxygen than water.  

The deuterium-labelled study explores the possibility of a methyl abstraction and 

determining the source of the methyl group by locating deuterium labels in the mass 

spectrum. This study has confirmed the methyl abstraction pathway for the formation of 

methoxy titanium species under the oxidation conditions and fragmentation studies have 

determined the methyl group was abstracted from acetonitrile. The decomposition of 

titanocene has offered many new insights on oxo-titanium chemistry. 
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3. CHAPTER 3: MASS SPECTROMETRY SOFTWARE 

 

3.1. Introduction to Software Development 

There has been a marked increase in the use of technology in all domains of human 

endeavours to solve complex problems. Chemists often talk about toolboxes for 

reactions: especially for medicinal, computational, and physical chemistry138–141. Being a 

field that focuses on application-driven technological advances, the use of software is a 

significant part of the industry. The utility of these software tools transcends various 

fields of research and problem solving – from programmable logic controllers for large 

scale production of chemicals, to machine learning algorithms for the determination of 

drug compounds optimized to be potent and safe for clinical trials142–146.  

 

The chemical industry and academia use data analytics to handle the sheer amount of data 

collected from data-driven experiments. There is an old English proverb that goes, 

“Measure twice, cut once.” This makes literal and figurative sense in that one should 

always be careful and thorough in planning before taking any action. The same applies in 

industry: in this analogy, measuring refers to the simulations or models that are obtained 

from the data collected, and the cutting refers to the execution of the experiments derived 

from results in these data models.  

 

The foundation to data processing lies in programming and software development. The 

development of a stable stack, concept of inter-software workflow, indicated by an 

efficient and robust software pipeline. This allows for scalability in resource consumption 

and ease of development for other programmers using the methods147,148.  
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ProteoWizard has been a common resource for processing raw MS files. Since its first 

publication in 2012, there has been 505 citations attributed to the use of the software in 

some form for processing MS files149–152. However, despite its extensive usage, there are 

still very few available converters like the ProteoWizard MSConvert that are agnostic to 

proprietary file types. Outputting the MS data as a text file removes the difficulty of the 

parsing binary files in an exploratory manner by removing the need to interact with 

binary files from the start.  

3.2. PythoMS 

Prior software projects for MS data processing in the McIndoe group include a recent 

publication "PythoMS: A Python framework to simplify and assist in the processing and 

interpretation of mass spectrometric data"153. The development of this project initially 

started as a single script file for processing full scan and tandem mass spectrometry, 

MS/MS, data. Functions of this software included generating spectra and chronograms 

from raw experimental data, along with video animations of reaction progress and isotope 

pattern overlays for characterizing a target compound of interest. 

 

The script was then expanded to a framework by re-factoring the code to accommodate 

the development of scripts that can use the same functions and methods such as 

extracting chronogram information for individual species. However, the performance of 

the framework began to require more resources for processing data; mainly, more 

memory and computational power were needed. Users started running into issues such as 

low memory and insufficient computational power to perform the tasks in a timely 
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fashion. A run time ranging anywhere from 20 minutes to 2 hours at maximum load on a 

single core was a major drawback for users. Other limitations faced included difficulties 

with the installation of the framework along with having a consistent code base amongst 

all installments, due to the lack of an updating mechanism for new bug fixes for the 

software. Users reported the advantage of automated file conversion and processing for 

figure development, but often gave negative feedback about resources, installation, bugs, 

and unfriendly interface.  

 

There was an imminent need to address these issues, and thus the goal of this project was 

to develop a library to handle MS files. The main objective in doing so was to make all 

MS software conform to a single standard, regardless of language and MS file format. 

This would attempt to resolve the issues of resources, installation, and bugs. The library 

was designed for developers to construct MS code, and provide a consistent methodology 

in accessing and processing data.  

 

3.3. Spectra.ly: A Lightweight Mass Spectrometry Data Processing 
Framework 

Spectra.ly was developed to be lightweight in size and resources for processing MS data. 

With a total size of just 23 kB in native python, this makes the library easily accessible to 

all developers regardless of their storage resource limitations for development. Built with 

an object-oriented approach, each file was instantiated (i.e. initiated as a class) to be a 

Run class that consists Spectrum, Function, and Chronogram classes. Each of these 

classes were instantiated and on start would parse through the file and acquire 
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information related to the class. Each class has a long list of getters and setters – a 

consistent means to access the information for the external scripts.  

 

The architecture of this library was designed with the intent to have a server-based access 

of methods and functions, and the information will be procured as API requests, the 

Remote function mentioned in Chapter 5. The surge of client-based JavaScript 

software154–156 has the processing take place on the client/user hardware. Many front-end 

focused flavours of JavaScript leverage the resources of the client’s hardware, to 

minimize computational strain on the server. Applications using Angular, Meteor, or 

even Electron use client hardware157–159. Such a paradigm shift is most suited for light 

computational tasks, such as to-do lists, online shopping, words translation, and 

animations. However, when the computational tasks at hand become too taxing, it would 

improve client-side performance by offloading the taxing processes to the server. The 

caveat for server-side processing is the availability of sufficient server resources. Many 

webserver architectures provide minimal resources to send the JavaScript application and 

have the product render using client hardware. Migrating such servers to facilitate server-

side processing would be difficult due to the resource bottleneck. 

 

Accessing the functions of Spectra.ly can either occur locally as a Python library or can 

be done as API calls. Local Python access would be done by a simple "#include" and a 

Run object can be instantiated by providing the experiment MS file and the EXP file 

containing the MS parameters. The constructor of the Run object will provide instances 
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of Spectrum, Function, and Chronogram objects which can be accessed through the Run 

object. 

To demonstrate the simplicity of Spectra.ly, an analysis of a carboxylic acids was done. 

Using barium acetate, the carboxylic acids (CA) formed a Ba-CA adduct in spray and is 

introduced to the mass spectrometer160,161. Upon fragmentation of any Ba-CA adduct, two 

diagnostic peaks appear: [Ba-H]+ and [BaOH]+. A precursor scan locking on the product 

ion BaOH will yield a spectrum outlining all the peaks that formed the Ba-CA adduct. 

The data is then processed through Spectra.ly and below shows the resultant figure of the 

experiment and the code necessary to construct the plot. 

 

Figure 3.1: Demonstration of the Precursor Ion Scan processing script and the resulting 

Precursor Ion Scan Spectrum of a Naphthenic acid mixture 

The processing methods are not only restricted to the scan modes of a mass spectrometer. 

Continuing with the Ba-CA adduct experiment, it was found that noise had a profound 

impact on the full scan spectrum. Averaging the spectrum yielded unpromising results in 

handling noise. I developed a processing technique for mass spectrometry to enhance the 

high intensity signals in a spectrum. Taking the product of all the scans, the peaks with 
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high intensity will get higher with each scan product, whereas noise peaks as they are 

smaller in intensity will experience a less dramatic enhancement. The final result 

amplifies the desired peak information and minimizing the noise in the spectrum. 

Spectra.ly was used to construct a proof of concept for the signal processing methodology 

and shown below is the code necessary to construct the plot along with the process 

spectrum.  

 

Figure 3.2: Demonstration of the Multiply Spectrum function and the resulting Multiply 

Spectrum of the Precursor Ion Scan spectrum 

3.4. Class Information 

 

The Run class is used to manage the information for one RAW file. It first determines the 

amount of scan modes and acquisitions that are present in each experiment with 

supplementary information provided by the experimental EXP file. This allows the 

software to accurately calculate factors pertinent to the data processing directly from the 

RAW and EXP file combined. Traditional methods rely only on the RAW file to provide 
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the information required EXP files also contain insight on how the data was acquired and 

other instrumental parameters that are hard to obtain otherwise.  

 

In this class, functions to obtain information of the overall experiment are made available 

for script developers. Such functions include: obtaining the reconstructed single ion 

reaction, finding the m/z resolution, binning m/z to appropriate bin for resolution 

reduction.  

 

Reconstructed single ion reaction (RSIR)162–164 is the use of experimental data and 

isolating the signal change of a single m/z. The resulting chronogram from this processing 

is considered an RSIR. RSIR is used to monitor the changes of species in a reaction is 

used in Chapter 3 to monitor the oxidation of titanocene.  

 

However, relying on EXP can be considered naive as the expectation of the user having 

an EXP file can vary depending on the instrument manufacturer. The RAW files 

accessible in this body of work are produced by a Waters instrument which can output 

experimental parameter files as EXP. 

3.4.1. Sinatra: Automated EDESI for Selective Quantification 

Sinatra is a program that automates the construction of energy dependent electrospray 

ionization (EDESI) experiments and renders the results into a fragmentation contour map. 

To provide context, EDESI is a method to study the fragmentation of an analyte species 

by leveraging the power of tandem mass spectrometry. Tandem in space mass 

spectrometry, as mentioned before, is a powerful technique for triple quadrupole MS86. In 
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triple quadrupole MS, the fragmentation for the tandem MS/MS experiments are done by 

collision induced dissociation (CID)165–167. CID is done by introducing argon to the 

collision cell and allowing the inert gas to collide with the accelerated analyte ion. Due to 

the energy of the collision, the energy is sufficient to induce fragmentation of the 

precursor ion to product ions168–170. 

 

Finding the optimal collision energy is challenging and can only be determined by 

obtaining the fragmentation pattern at each collision energy. Typical methods include an 

accelerated collision energy ramp at 5 V intervals from 0 V to 50 V. While this method 

would be sufficient for routine analytical quantification work, it loses structurally 

relevant information about the analyte. The results from EDESI can not only assist in 

improving signal quality by traversing into higher energy regimes, it also can reveal 

structural information, such as ligands or functional groups, throughout the fragmentation 

process mapped into a contour plot.  

 

Prior work on EDESI involved the manual operation of collision energy ramp171–175 and 

the use of Origin scripts were difficult to use176. For many applications, less is more; in 

the case of software such as mobile applications, the installation process is simple and 

will enforce the behaviour of downloading apps as it can be done in one click and its 

ready to use177–179. When users encounter unknown software packages that are required 

for the user to install prior to have a functioning script, then it is more difficult for the end 

user to manage. Web applications alleviates many issues with end user involvement and 

the application is available for use without installation. Many web applications require 
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only user subscription or an account creation. Software like TinkerCAD are more 

accessible due to the simplicity in starting the software180.  

 

To improve the accessibility of EDESI, two things are of focus: first is to automate the 

experimentation aspect by having software controls for the collision energy for the 

experiment and the second objective to improve is the accessibility in constructing such 

plots by improving the start up experience and support simple intuitive controls.  

 

Sinatra is a facelift of the original EDESI processing software to combat the accessibility 

issues surrounding the prior iterations. The intuitive nature of using Sinatra with a GUI 

and also a command line interface, processing EDESI contour plots is simplified where 

users do not need to perform manual operations to get the desired output. Built with the 

intent of automation, it is also can be headless to allow the streamlined work flow from 

Figure 1.8.  

 

To solve the experiment automation, AutoHotKey (AHK) was used to control the MS 

software and more specifically the slider for controlling collision energy180. The function 

of this script is to increment the slider by one collision energy per second or the duration 

of time set by the user. This will allow the analyte ion to be analyzed through EDESI 

automatically. Even though the collision energy is collected by the output Waters RAW 

file and obtained through ProteoWizard181, Sinatra offers an additional fail safe by 

tracking the collision energy ramp into a text file. 
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Improving the accessibility of the software, the controls, and parameters for the software 

are available in two methods. The first method is through a Graphical User Interface 

(GUI) Tkinter182 interface that has a pop-up menu asking for the relevant parameters for 

the user to input. The second method is through command-line switches such that it can 

be available for programmers who desires to run a batch script to process multiple EDESI 

plots simultaneously. 

 

The delivery of the software can be improved through a packaging step and constructing 

an installation file MSI file allowing the user to download and install the MSI file. This 

method will allow for automatic installation of required packages, Python 2.7.x/3.x, and 

ProteoWizard for MSConvert.  

3.4.1.1. Real World Application: Protein and Sugars 

 

Having explained the software, there are two real world examples of samples that are 

used to test Sinatra. 

To demonstrate the power of Sinatra, automated protocols available from the software are 

performed on a Waters Acquity TQD running MassLynx. Two real world samples of a 

Cbx7 inhibitor peptide and sucrose were used for this demonstration. 

 

3.4.1.2. Peptide – Cbx7 Inhibitor 

 

Peptides are amino acids connected by amide bonds and under mass spectrometric 

conditions fragment in a regular pattern183,184. The mass loss between the fragments will 
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give insight into what amino acid residues are in the peptide185,186. This would be useful 

in a shotgun proteomics187–189 in identifying the digested peptides. Current methods of 

SWATH DIA require hardware to support to do exploratory proteomics190,191; however, 

using Sinatra, older instruments are able to sequential exploration through EDESI of each 

ion without hardware modifications. 

 

As a proof of concept, the Cbx7 inhibitor CA-1-160 from “Structure-Activity 

Relationships of Cbx7 Inhibitors, Including Selectivity Studies against Other Cbx 

Proteins” by Simhadri et al192.  

 

 

Figure 3.3: Structure of peptide-based inhibitor for Cbx7 

Sinatra was used to analyze this sample and confirm the identity of the CA-1-160 

peptide. From the fragmentation contour plot, the individual amino acid residues can be 

determined by the mass difference. Upon comparing the residue to the mass transition, 

the following residues were found. 
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Figure 3.4: EDESI contour map for the fragmentation of the Cbx7 inhibitor 
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3.4.1.3. Oligosaccharide - Sucrose  

 

Sugars, or rather polysaccharides are of interest when paired with MS in glycomics. The 

strive to understand the structural aspects and activities it is a common post translational 

modification193. Mass spectrometry is a suitable technique for biologically relevant 

polysaccharides as they are difficult to characterize due to their low abundance in a 

biological system194–197. Eight percent of post translational modifications are 

glycosylations and this modification is significant for protein folding and cell to cell 

adhesion198. Work by Yamagaki et al presented an interest in the structural fragmentation 

of sugar through tandem MS experiments194. My work in this section attempts to assist in 

the expansion of understanding mass spectrometric parameterization in glycomics.  

Using sucrose as the model oligosaccharide, Sinatra was used to obtain the EDESI 

information shown below. 
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Figure 3.5: EDESI contour map for the fragmentation of sucrose 

As can be seen the species fragment in range 0 – 80 V and any higher than 80 V has no 

further effect on the fragmentation. The m/z gap between each fragment correspond the 

fragment dissociated and is consistent with fragmentation of sucrose194.  
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3.4.1.4. Organometallic Cluster – Methylalumoxane 

 

Sinatra can also be suitable for inorganic complexes or clusters199,200. EDESI started as a 

method to determine the amount of carbonyl ligands in a metal cluster. Similarly, EDESI 

can be used to understand ligand identity and behaviour for systems like 

methylalumoxane (MAO). MAO is a main group organometallic cluster of aluminum, 

oxygen, and methyl groups. MAO is used as a co-catalyst during the Ziegler-Natta 

process for olefin polymerization201–203.  

Below is an EDESI plot for a MAO (16, 6) cluster where there are 16 MeAlO and 6 

Me3Al ligands in this macromolecule.  

 

Figure 3.6: EDESI contour map for the fragmentation of the (16,6) MAO cluster. Note: 

(16,6) is the ratio of (MeAlO:Me3Al) 
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3.4.2. AutoMRM: Automation of MRM Method Development 

 

Multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) is an ion selective scan mode for triple quadrupole 

instruments. The method isolates the precursor ion in the first quadrupole then isolate a 

resulting product ion that is specific to the analyte in the third quadrupole. From the two 

isolation events, the filtered ion beam after the third quadrupole will only contain product 

ions that were once the target precursor ion, not a contaminant. It can be assumed the 

resulting ion beam contain only ion that represent the analyte. This assists in removing 

overlapping signals and contaminants as the mass spectrometer is only monitoring one 

analyte as seen in the figure below204–206.  

 

Figure 3.7: Visual demonstration of Multiple Reaction Monitoring and the graph showing 

the m/z isolated for each quadrupole 

 

 

Traditionally, MRM methods are made manually. Technicians would infuse the sample 

into the mass spectrometer and observe the peaks in the spectrum that appear post-

infusion. Upon obtaining a list of peaks, the technicians then sequentially isolate the 
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peaks and for each peak increase the collision energy until fragmentation starts. The 

technician would then log the fragment ion and the collision energy during this process 

while continuing to find other fragments at higher collision energies. This procedure 

would then be repeated for the list of peaks found in the initial spectrum. The tasks are 

repetitive and are well suited for automation. 

 

Automating mass spectrometry software is not an easy task. Most mass spectrometry 

software are closed source and difficult to find access points to control the mass 

spectrometer. GUI automation was the simplest method employed to control the software 

of the mass spectrometer by emulating mouse and keyboard commands. AHK was a GUI 

automation language207 that was designed to testing UI functions to ensure buttons and 

sliders were behaving according to specification. Leveraging the abilities of AHK, 

functions were made as an interface between code and UI controls.  

 

To minimize the amount of content required for installation on the client side, only two 

AHK files and a lightweight python client are required. The two AHK files consists a 

library of functions "MSAuto_Class.ahk" and the other is the active script 

"AutoMRM.ahk". The script initiates the sequence by starting a full scan acquisition for 

10 seconds to survey the peaks present in the sample and the result Waters RAW file is 

translated to text by ProteoWizard181. The text file is sent to a processing server hosted in 

Amazon Web Services (AWS) on a Lightsail 1GB RAM instance.  
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After the server is done processing, it returns a list of peaks to monitor. The client-side 

script the initiates the second step and sequentially iterate through the peaks to determine 

the fragmentation pattern. Fragmentation was determined by EDESI. The EDESI request 

returns a fragmentation map of collision energy versus and m/z. For this proof of concept, 

the highest intensity fragment from EDESI contour plot was chosen and the collision 

energy is recorded as information for the MRM transition. This concludes the flow of 

information of one MRM method for one analyte ion and this repeats until the peak list 

obtained from the full scan is completed. 

 

When all MRM methods are completed, the information is compiled into a Waters EXP 

file ready for experimentation. This file can then be used for quantification using a triple 

quadrupole mass spectrometer and if applicable, to a liquid chromatography setup. This 

will allow selective quantification to be done in a fast and consistent manner. 

 

The flow information is a requires a constant communication between the client and the 

server. The server is where all the processing take place; from determining the peak list in 

the full spectrum to constructing the EDESI map to find the optimal fragment. The 

processing steps are abstracted to minimize the resources needed on client-side 

operations, servers carry the processing load with its higher performance components. 

This paradigm remains unchanged when the AWS instance is migrated to a local system. 

The workflow remains the same and the only change is the server IP on the client 

software. This implementation of AutoMRM is designed to integrate seamlessly into any 

workflow and will work on top of the MS control software.  
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On the processing side of the server, there are 4 available Application Programming 

Interfaces (API) that can be accessed from the client software: "/PeakList" - for returning 

the peak list for fragmentation, "/FragSearch" - for finding a suitable MRM fragment 

through EDESI, "/InitPage" - for starting the EXP file, and "/MRMInfo" - for returning 

MRM method blocks for the EXP file.  

 

3.4.2.1. PeakList 

 

Input: RAW file in text format by ProteoWizard. 

Output: String output containing peak list delimited by commas. 

 

The PeakList endpoint requires the input of the RAW file converted into a text file via 

ProteoWizard. From that, PeakList averages all spectra obtained in the ten second time 

frame and selects peaks that are relevant to the spectra. The peak selection is done by a 

package known as peakutils which is the main dependency for this function. 

 

3.4.2.2. FragSearch 

 

Input: RAW file in text format by ProteoWizard AND Collision Energy text file made 

automatically by client side AutoMRM script 

Output: Optimal fragment ion (in this case max signal) and collision energy in string 

format delimited by commas. 
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FragSearch takes in the text file and pairs the information with the collision energy. It 

then follows the same procedure as Sinatra and generates a 2D contour array of 

intensities. From that, it picks the value with highest intensity and will find the index the 

entry is located in. Using the entry value as the key to determine the collision energy, the 

server then returns the collision energy and m/z value delimited by commas. 

3.4.2.3. InitPage 

 

Input: N/A 

Output: Preamble for MRM EXP file  

 

InitPage returns the starting parameters that are standard amongst MRM EXP file for 

Waters instruments. This allows for the subsequent parameters to be appended after this 

index and combined with other MRM information blocks to complete the method EXP 

file.  

3.4.2.4. MRMInfo 

 

Input: JSON wrapped data containing 

- INDEX - Index number of current MRM transition 

- M1 - Precursor Ion of current MRM transition 

- M2 - Product Ion of current MRM transition 

- CollE - Collision Energy of current MRM transition 

Output: String containing parameters for current MRM transition 
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MRMInfo returns the parameters for the current MRM transition and is appended after 

the MRM EXP preamble from InitPage's output. This allows for modular approach to 

constructing an MRM EXP file and is scalable to however many analytes present in the 

spectrum. 

3.4.2.5. Real World Application - Pharmaceuticals 

 

Now that the program is implemented, testing the application on real world problems 

would be a valuable demonstration on its potential. Pharmaceuticals are good candidates 

for preliminary testing as they have a well documented ingredients list and it is a 

sufficiently complex matrix (i.e. filler, color dye, and polymers) to test AutoMRM. Two 

drugs are tested for this: first is Reactine, a single active compound in the presence of 

matrix and the second is cold medication from Bufferin.  

3.4.2.6. Reactine 

 

Upon infusion of the Reactine solution, only one peak was present in the spectrum at m/z 

389. AutoMRM detected a peak at m/z 389 and found many peaks in the noise of the 

spectra. This is normal for many peak picking algorithms and performance can be 

improved by altering different variables such as the peak threshold. The spectrum for the 

infusion can be seen below. 

The high molecular weight signals in Figure 3.8 maybe attributed to electronic noise or 

chemical noise in the form of contamination. The secondary emission detectors in the 

mass spectrometer multiply the signal of an ion colliding to the detector. A stray ion in 
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the vacuum colliding with the detector at the wrong time can trigger a signal response 

result in electronic noise for the mass spectrum. Contamination from prior experiments 

can influence the results of the current acquisition. In the McIndoe lab, species from 

palladium catalyzed Suzuki cross coupling can create ions in the region above m/z 1000 

which can attribute to the signals observed in the high molecular weight region. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Mass spectrum for the infusion of Reactine 

3.4.2.7. Cold Medication 

 

In a more complex system such as cold medication, it can be used as a benchmark for 

AutoMRM to see how well it performs. There are two things that can be assessed for this 

software: 1) peak picking and 2) precursor and product mass for transitions. The infusion 

of the sample resulted in four major peaks at: m/z 161, 267, 307, 418. The first attempt at 

locating the peaks with the peak picking algorithm returned: m/z 5, 116, 267, 373, 567, 
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721, 872, 1024, 1174, 1326, 1477, 1628, 1779, 1928 at a peak distance of at least one 

hundred. All the target peaks were missed. The peak picking should improve when the 

peak distance is set lower than one hundred amu, such a twenty amu. Upon changing the 

peak distance, the peak list expanded to have 59 entries; this time it included the four 

peaks of interest. There are trade offs to improving peak picking but may result in 

increased false positive peaks.  

 

 

Figure 3.9: Mass Spectrum for the infusion of Cold Medication 

3.5. Experimental 

Both Sinatra and AutoMRM used the Waters Acquity TQD mass spectrometer. The 

sample was introduced by syringe pump (NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems, New York) 

through PEEK tubing (Internal Diameter: 0.010”, Blue). The capillary voltage was set to 

3.1kV and the desolvation and cone gas was set to 200L/h and 100L/h respectively. The 
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source temperature was set to 85oC and desolvation temperature was 185oC. Collision 

energy for the EDESI experiment was conducted from 0-120V.  

3.5.1. Sinatra 

The peptide (CA-1-160) was prepared in methanol by creating a 1000 ppm stock which 

was diluted to 10 ppm for EDESI analyses. These concentrations are to serve as a guide 

to minimize the possibility of contaminating the mass spectrometer rather than as basis 

for quantification.  

For the oligosaccharide project, sucrose was obtained as a Rogers white sugar sachet and 

was dissolved in methanol following the same procedure as the peptide resulting in a 

final concentration at 10PPM. 

Methylalumoxane was prepared following the procedure of “Additive and Aging Effects 

on Methylalumoxane Oligomers” by Zijlstra et al208. MAO (10 wt % in toluene) was 

obtained from Albemarle and was stored in the glovebox freezer when shipped to the 

laboratory. OMTS was used to charge the MAO to obtain the EDESI spectrum and 

OMTS (98%) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich. The solvent used was THF and 

fluorobenzene which was dried and degassed following the referenced procedure. To 

analyze MAO for EDESI, the referenced procedure was followed to prepare the sample at 

~600PPB for analysis.  

3.5.2. AutoMRM 

Samples of Reactine were prepared from pulverized Reactine Regular Strength tablets 

containing 5mg of cetirizine hydrochloride. The 10mg of the powder was weighed out 

and dissolved in 10mL of methanol to make a 1000PPM stock of the Reactine tablet. The 

stock was subsequently diluted to 10PPM for AutoMRM experiments. 
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The same procedure was performed on the Bufferin Cold medication where the sample 

was pulverized and 10mg of the powder was dissolved in 10mL of methanol to constitute 

the 1000PPM stock. The stock was diluted to 10PPM for AutoMRM experiments.   

3.6. Conclusion 

Automating methodologies through hardware and software has yield three successful 

proof-of-concept projects including the development of Kendrick, Sinatra, and 

AutoMRM. Kendrick was a hardware automation project that focused on building an 

automated reaction sampler that can facilitate exploratory mechanistic investigations. An 

autosampler was refitted with custom circuitry for the photointerruptor system and open-

sourced hardware (Raspberry Pi B and Synthetos TinyG). Hardware limits as 

photointerruptors were installed on the sampler and will prevent motor damage from 

occurring during the movement along the axes. Simple dispensing and aspirating 

experiments were done on liquids and was successful in accurate deliveries. Future work 

on Kendrick will involve the integration of a homing sequence to allow for reproducible 

positioning for the sampling rod.  

Sinatra was a software development that aimed to improve the workflow for users and 

developers using EDESI for analytical measurements. EDESI is a useful to characterize 

analytes in a sample through their fragmentation pattern upon increasing collision energy. 

The mass loss between the product ion can reveal information about ligands or functional 

group present in the target compound. Through Sinatra, this process of characterization 

can be done in a simple manner through user-friendly interfaces and the ability to migrate 

as a web application. 
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Finally, the last automation in this chapter is AutoMRM, a software that automates the 

technician’s workflow in developing MRM methods. Traditional methods for MRM 

construction is laborious and AutoMRM alleviates this issue by combining the versatility 

of AHK scripts, lightweight Python clients, and a remote function-based webserver API. 

The main focus was to make the analyses simple where the analysis involves the infusion 

of the sample and running the program to obtain the resulting MRM method. AHK 

scripts are meant to control the mass spectrometry software through GUI automation 

techniques and will be able to control the acquisitions and collision energy for the 

analyses. The Python client acts as the intermediary between the AHK script and the 

server and the client shuttles data to the server for intensive processing. The server then 

returns the processes data for the client to compile for the final experimental file.  

Three difficult tasks in analytical chemistry of exploratory mechanistic investigation, 

user-friendly EDESI, and MRM method development was automated through techniques 

explained in this chapter. The content of this chapter encourages the further incorporation 

of automation throughout chemistry to ease the duties for a chemist.  
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3.7. Conclusion 

 

In conclusion, the development of mass spectrometry software cannot lose sight of 

current programming development initiatives. The importance of accommodating users 

and other developers in the accessibility of the program and code respectively carries 

over into such instrument specific software. PythoMS opened up the opportunity for the 

community to have access to a list of methods for chemical reactions and catalysis, but it 

is not limited in its applications unlike certain proteomics software. The impression that 

software in chemistry is a small field that is willing to accept software that only works 

once. Carrying the impression “no one will ever use this software” to justify a niche 

subpar software negatively impacts the production of quality software for chemistry. 

Thus, initiatives are made through PythoMS and Spectra.ly. To address the accessibility 

issue for developers and maintainability in PythoMS, Spectra.ly was made. It improves 

the ability to write mass spectrometry related code and requires less time to learn and 

process. It consumes less resources natively, even remotely when using server-side 

processing with remote functions. Spectra.ly now opens a platform for instrument 

software and script developers to build user accessible systems and mitigate the negative 

experiences associated with prior software.  
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4. CHAPTER 4: REACTION ROLE CLASSIFICATION WITH 
MACHINE LEARNING  

4.1. Introduction  

As seen from the results of the oxidation of titanocene in chapter 2, the different species 

identified in the reaction were assigned to be reactant(s), intermediate(s) and/or 

product(s). The method of identification of these compounds was by inspection of the 

reaction behaviour in the chronogram, and by chemical intuition from understanding 

reaction dynamics. The reaction behaviour for specific reaction roles are outlined in the 

ACS Catalysis paper figure209, shown below.  

 

Figure 4.1: Reaction chronograms for different reaction roles 
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If there were a computational method by which reaction roles could be discerned, 

reaction analyses could be done in a more efficient manner, and we could routinely 

assign low-intensity species in the reaction chronogram.  

Combining the fields of reaction role classification with machine learning can seem like a 

complicated subject matter. However, behind all the complex mathematics, it is 

describing a means by which chemical species can be labelled as a reactant, product or 

any other form of role the species plays in any given reaction by constructing models to 

classify how these roles are unique. The mathematics behind machine learning is 

daunting, but the equations are only a way to describe a relationship to the reader.  

While investigating reaction mechanisms we realized that there was a lack of concise 

metrics to discern what a molecule is doing in the reaction. A profile that starts with 

nothing and ends with something is consistent with a product speciation. The way they 

are assigned is no different than saying an apple is an apple because it looks like an apple. 

How do we know an apple is an apple? Is it because it is red and juicy? What metrics can 

be provided to train an individual what an apple is? Teachers in kindergarten teach what 

an object is by showing that object and telling the children its name. “Apple, A-P-P-L-E, 

Apple” then teacher proceed to pull another object out of the box and say “this is NOT an 

apple. No! It is an orange, O-R-A-N-G-E.” If the teacher chooses a more difficult route 

“this is also an apple, but it’s green, a granny smith apple. Apple do not have to be red, 

A-P-P-L-E, apple.”  

When the teacher said “apple”, it was meant as a label to the raised object. This is a way 

to associate the label with the object. When the orange came up, it was an example of 
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something that was not the target label “apple”. The contrast is needed in case the 

children assume everything is an apple or ignoring the object is the apple and thinking the 

teacher is saying apple for no reason. The granny smith apple was to show apples are not 

only red, but it can also be green. The students from this has learned: not everything is an 

apple, apple can be red or green, and orange is not an apple. Once again, “apple” can be 

replaced with “reactant”, “everything” with “m/z”, and “orange” with “noise”; therefore, 

“not every m/z is a reactant, reactants can have various m/z, and noise is not a reactant.” 

Though that may have been hard to understand through words, it would be easily 

understood by an algorithm.  
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4.2. Mathematical Analysis of Reaction Roles  

Initial endeavours to construct a metric to discern between reaction roles, solving for 

analytic expressions was done to find differences between roles. This is possible because 

the chronograms are functions, the intensity over time satisfies the vertical line test. To 

demonstrate, reactants have the following chronogram.  

 

Figure 4.2: Reaction chronogram of a reactant labelled with the Reaction State times 

Prior to the start of the reaction, the concentration of the reactant is expected to be 

maintained thus should be a horizontal line in the chronogram. Therefore, before reaction 

starts, 𝑦 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡. After the reaction starts, the chronogram signal starts to decay at a 

rate similar to 
1

𝑥
 behaviour210,211 We can then represent y after reaction start as 𝑦 = 𝑘 ∗

(
1

𝑥
) where k is a real number coefficient. The reactant function can then be presented as:  

 𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐲 = {
𝐤 (
𝟏

𝐭
) , 𝐭 > 𝐑𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐫𝐭

𝐤, 𝐭 < 𝐑𝐞𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐫𝐭
} (4.1) 
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This would be a closed form representation of a reactant, but this is only assuming if the 

reaction proceeded in first or pseudo-first order kinetics. Higher order kinetics may 

involve solutions with 
1

𝑥𝑛
. 

How about products? If reactants are reacted away at 
1

𝑥
 rate, then product would gain at 

−
1

𝑥
 rate. Reactions may exhibit such form of kinetics as seen in Suzuki-Miyaura cross 

coupling212–214, but how about other types of reaction roles?  

Intermediate species have the following chronogram behaviour. 

 

Figure 4.3: Reaction chronogram of an intermediate labelled with the Reaction State times 

 

Intermediates are products turned into reactants for a subsequent step. Therefore, 

intermediates can be represented as follows: 
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 𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐲 = 𝐤

{
 
 

 
 

𝟏

𝐭
, 𝐭 > 𝐑𝐒𝟐

−
𝟏

𝐭
, 𝐑𝐒𝟐 < 𝐭 < 𝐑𝐒𝟏

𝟎, 𝐭 < 𝐑𝐒𝟏 }
 
 

 
 

 (4.2) 

 
RS1: Start of Reaction 

RS2: Start of Intermediate Reaction to form Product 
 

Steady state intermediates are similar to intermediates but have an added caveat of an 

induction period after the intermediate is formed until the intermediate reaction start to 

form the product.  

 

Figure 4.4: Reaction chronogram of a steady state intermediate labelled with the Reaction 

State times 
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Therefore, 

 

 𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐲 = 𝐤

{
 
 

 
 −

𝟏

𝐭
, 𝐑𝐒𝟑 < 𝐭

𝟏, 𝐑𝐒𝟐 < 𝐭 < 𝐑𝐒𝟑
𝟏

𝐭
, 𝐑𝐒𝟏 < 𝐭 < 𝐑𝐒𝟐

𝟎, 𝐭 < 𝐑𝐒𝟏 }
 
 

 
 

 (4.3) 

 

RS1: Start of Reaction 

RS2: Start of Induction Period 

RS3: Start of Intermediate Reaction to form Product 

 

Next reactions roles to elucidate are catalyst associated compounds: precatalyst, catalyst 

decomposition, and catalyst impurity. Precatalyst, in organometallic catalysis, is the 

compound that contains the catalytic metal but is inactive due to the ligand sets limiting 

its reactivity. The precatalysts ligands are exchanged with free target ligands in solution 

to form the reactive complex215,216. The reaction chronogram would look similar to a 

reactant except before catalyst addition the intensity would be at zero. Therefore,  

 𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐲 = 𝐤 {

𝟏

𝐭
, 𝐭 > 𝐑𝐒𝐜𝐚𝐭

𝟎, 𝐭 < 𝐑𝐒𝐜𝐚𝐭

} (4.4) 

 RScat: Injection of catalyst  

Catalyst decomposition would behave like product. Decomposition products are products 

of a decomposition reaction. It would either appear to have a zeroth order decay and 

behave like 𝑦 = 𝑥 or it would have a first order decay and behave like a −
1

𝑥
 product.  
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 𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐲 = 𝐤 {
𝐭 𝐨𝐫 −

𝟏

𝐭
, 𝐭 > 𝐑𝐒𝐜𝐚𝐭

𝟎,                      𝐭 < 𝐑𝐒𝐜𝐚𝐭

} (4.5) 

 RScat: Injection of catalyst  

Catalyst impurity is present in the chronogram since the time the catalyst was injected at 

a constant concentration. Therefore,  

 𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐲 = 𝐤 {
𝟏, 𝐭 > 𝐑𝐒𝐜𝐚𝐭
𝟎, 𝐭 < 𝐑𝐒𝐜𝐚𝐭

} (4.6) 

 RScat: Injection of catalyst  

 

Similarly, reaction impurity is at a constant concentration, but it would be present since 

the start of the experiment.  

 𝐢𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐲 = 𝐤 (4.7) 

Therefore, all 8 classes of reaction roles have a mathematical behaviour they adhere to. In 

order to concisely define the differences to a processing program, the signal over time is 

required in addition to different reaction state (RS) times RS1, RS2, ..., RSn, RScat.  

Determining the fit of the chronogram to a 
1

𝑥
 trend is important. Even though the trend for 

each reaction role is now understood, being able to fit the data to the trend is essential to 

matching the reaction role. Matching the data directly to the characteristic function can be 

done by adjusting the parameters and coefficients for a characteristic function to 
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minimize the edit distance, which is computationally expensive. through methods like 

gradient descent217–219 or other greedy algorithms220–222.  

Although the characteristic functions can lead to successful classification, having a way 

to execute this classification whilst avoiding an optimization problem is difficult to attain. 

Future work consists of attempting to use polyfit on 
1

𝑥
 functions and depending on the 

results, progress to reaction data and attempt to match 
1

𝑥
 values to determine naively if the 

predicted role is product or reactant. This may have difficulties with constant terms due 

to noise and signal drift.  

4.3. Machine Learning  

The next avenue in pursuing reaction role classification is perusing possibilities for using 

clustering algorithms to classify reaction roles. Clustering algorithms are generally well-

performed for classification problems223–226. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was a 

viable candidate for clustering as it can reduce data dimensionality and reveal principle 

components with the largest variance227–230; therefore, it will be possible to explore the 

underlying contributing factors for classifying reaction roles. However, clustering 

algorithms need single vectors to cluster in the principle component space231–234. This is 

consistent for other clustering method such as k-nearest neighbour235,236.  

A popular classification algorithm for recent Kaggle data sets is random forests237,238. 

Random forests belong in a class of classifiers known as ensemble learning239–241 and 

consists of many individually trained decision trees whose predicted output would be part 

of a representative average of all the predicted outputs. Ensemble learning leveraging 
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many models for one classification task to improve accuracy242–246 and minimize 

overfitting. It relies on the notion that an average of many data points represents a data 

set better than one individual point. Through decision trees, exploratory learning of where 

the partitions exist set may give insight on unknown parameters amongst the reaction 

roles. However, ensemble methods require large datasets246 to be accurate and there is a 

limited supply of reaction-based chronogram for each reaction role. This would make it 

difficult to expand the data density and the data would be unlabelled.  

Neural networks are feasible methods to attempt training classification model reaction 

roles. There are 4 main categories of neural networks: 1) General purpose neural 

network, 2) neural network for images - Convolutional Neural Networks, 3) neural 

network for sequential data Recurrent Neural Networks, and 4) neural network for 

unsupervised learning - Deep Boltzmann Machine247.  

After encountering numerous unfeasible algorithms for the project’s objectives and the 

available dataset, a paper by Koch et al titled “Siamese Neural Network for One-shot 

Image Recognition” became a superb fit for the classifier requirements248. One-shot 

training is ideal given the small dataset size based on the limited labelled data. One-shot 

learning is a set of machine learning algorithms that are effective for small datasets as 

small changes in the training data is inferred information for the network249.  

The Siamese network, as the name suggests, pairs two convolutional neural networks 

(CNN) together to train for purpose of identifying differences between the two networks. 

Originally introduced by Bromley and LeCun in 1993 for signature verification and in the 

same way it functions by extracting features through an artificial neural network and 
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obtaining the difference between the two networks250. In 2006, Li et al published a neural 

network for object detection requiring a minimalistic dataset and this model of learning 

was coined as one-shot learning earning over a thousand citations251. The neural network 

published by Koch combines one-shot learning with the power of differentiation from 

Siamese networks. 

The design and implementation of this project’s convolutional neural network was based 

on the methodology outlined by Koch et al248. This project’s Siamese network follow a 

traditional triple-pass convolute and pool network with the exception that Siamese have 

two of the identical networks paired in tandem whereby both extract features of their 

respective input image. The resulting features are then passed through a distance layer 

through a sigmoid activation to discern the difference between the two outputs. Finally, 

when the distance is determined, the results are then compared to result in a match or not 

a match. From that, template reaction role images can be compared with the input. The 

class with the high probability match is predicted to be the correct label for the 

chronogram.  

This method is powerful for identifying if two images are similar. For instance, the 

images of handwriting in the MNIST database can be compared against each other252. If 

an image of a 6 is compared against an image of a 7, it will identify the two as different, a 

low probability of a match. However, if the 6 was matched to a new image of 6 then both 

images are identified as the same; thus, the new image of 6 is labelled as a 6 among the 

categories of 0-9.  
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Extrapolating this idea to chronograms can assist in teaching the neural network to 

identify the label for a new unknown chronogram rather than 0-9 in handwriting. This 

method only require images of the chronograms, thus would be scalable to analytical 

methods other than mass spectrometry.  

4.4. The Dataset  

For any machine learning model, the data is the most important aspect253,254. Mass 

spectrometry is a data dense methodology with a large span of m/z values in each 

acquisition. Assuming 5 experiments with each having good results (defined by the 

absence of machine faults and human error during the analysis) and have an acquisition 

span of m/z 50-2000, there is 1500 m/z data points available. If the acquisitions have an 

average time span of 20 minutes at a scan rate of one scan per second, there is 60 x 20 

data points per m/z in each experiment. Thus, one experiment would have 1500 x 60 x 20 

data points. However, consider that the individual data point per scan is not useful 

individually, then it can be considered that there are 1500 data points per experiment and 

5 experiments would yield 5 x 1500 data points. Analyzing and labeling 7500 data points 

is a laborious task and is difficult to outsource as there is a need for chemical knowledge 

and consistency. Understanding how to identify noise versus a low intensity intermediate 

with a slight 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑥) characteristic requires a trained eye.  

Bearing in mind the one-shot approach for this project, the data density can be reduced to 

a simpler set. Taking data from titanocene oxidation, a few candidate species were 

chosen to be processed and labeled. Even though one-shot learning has a low data 

requirement, having more data can enhance the accuracy253. Recounting the mathematical 
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behaviour of the reaction role, an attempt was made to construct synthetic data with 

equations from section 4.2. However, the task of finding a good fit of coefficients and 

constants resulted in an unfruitful attempt at an optimization issue. An optimization issue 

is a problem that involves finding a best match to the query; however, it is difficult to 

find a definitive answer and can only optimize to approximate the answer255,256.  

Taking inspiration from the concept of synthetic datasets257,258, there is a potential to 

create synthetic data for the training Siamese networks given the shape of the reaction 

roles are well known248. Comparing the reaction role profiles to experimental data, it was 

found that there are specific points in which the chronogram curve changes, 

corroborating with the RS findings in section 4.2. These points are analogous to control 

points in Beziér curves. Thus, a partial set in the training and testing datasets are 

synthesized by fitting the control points and Beziér curves to match the experimental 

trace. The control points can now translate to different x, y coordinates through Adobe 

Illustrator.  

The experimental dataset was processed via Python and Matplotlib259 while leveraging 

ProteoWizard181 to convert mass spectrometry RAW files to human-readable text file. A 

lightweight python framework, Spectra.ly, described in chapter 6 was used to process the 

data. The chronograms are normalized to the total ion current to determine the true signal 

changes independent of environmental parameters and then normalized to the maximum 

intensity in the chronogram such that training is fixed on the shape of the change rather 

than the intensity of the change. Thus, all chronograms are on a 0 to 1 scale. The scales 

are subsequently removed leaving only the axes line and the chronogram trace to 
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eliminate distractions in the training set. The synthetic datasets are made based on these 

processed experimental sets.  

4.5. Training the model  

The first attempt at replicating the Koch one-shot model involved the construction of the 

Siamese network and then training the network with the dataset constructed using the 

technique outlined in section 4.4. The training and testing data was done by splitting the 

dataset in a 70:30 ratio. Initial testing of the methodology was done by training the 

network with three classes of reactions roles as a proof of concept to classifier for 

reactants, products, and intermediates.  

Training was done on Amazon Web Service on a c4.2xlarge instance with 8 virtual cores, 

34 elastic compute units, and 16 GB of RAM. CPU training was chosen over GPU due to 

pricing as c4.2xlarge (CPU-based compute instance) was 0.34/hour and p3.2xlarge 

(GPU-based computer instance) is 3.06/hour in the current time of writing this text. 

Training was finished in one day; however, a significant portion of metrics were not 

obtained such as epoch to convergence, accuracy over time. and so on260,261. Due to 

insufficient funding, this was the only attempt available. Now having the weighted model 

for a three-class reaction role classifier, the metrics were assessed to see how the training 

faired. The accuracy of the model was 31.2% after 100 iterations of training on three 

classes with a small batch size of 3. The accuracy was tested over 250 iterations to 

determine the class feature vectors. There are a few alarming issues on this attempt. 100 

iterations are quite low for a one shot learning problem, prior work has used 900000 

iterations248,262. It would be better to define the training over epochs to know exactly how 
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many times the dataset has been traversed and is standard to convey number of epochs 

for training as opposed to iterations. The 900000 iterations could be half an epoch, an 

epoch, or 10 epochs, without the proper metrics, it is difficult to understand the 

performance. Next problem is the batch size. The batch size has been shown to influence 

the accuracy of the model due to altering the course of the convergence263. Typical batch 

sizes are between 32 and 512264–266. Larger batch sizes tend to have sharper convergence 

meanwhile smaller batch sizes have flatter convergence and improved accuracy. This 

phenomenon has not been elucidated but has been demonstrated by Kesker et al267. The 

batch size of 3 may have been too small to provide any convergence. Finally, the 

accuracy check with 250 iterations had more iterations than training and should have 

been a sign to increase the training iterations. Further work on training the model would 

advise the use of a suitable a batch size within the standard range and train over 

approximately over 10-25 epochs to monitor the loss over time. It is probable that the 

training set was too small and the model was incorrectly configured leading to network 

overfitting the training data. This indicator should question which of the two L1 or L2 

regularizers would be better to minimize overfitting.  

4.6. Experimental  

The dataset of 60 images were split at 10:5 ratio by training:validation at 66%:33%. 

Images were processed by python software Spectra.ly and synthetic data was made by 

Adobe Illustrator.  
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The network is as follows:  

Parameters Values 

Input shape [105,105,1] 

Layer 1 64 layer @ 10x10 filter 

Layer 2 Maxpool 64 layer @ 2x2 pool 

Layer 3 128 layer @ 7x7 filter 

Layer 4 Maxpool 64 layer @ 2x2 pool 

Layer 5 128 layer @ 4x4 filter 

Layer 6 Maxpool 64 layer @ 2x2 pool 

Layer 7 256 layer @ 4x4 filter 
Table 4.1: Outline of the Layer in each of the two CNN of the Siamese Network 

 

The distance layer is computed to calculate difference in tensor values of each network in 

the Siamese network. L2 regularizer was used for the model following262,268 the 

methodology in Koch et al. The output prediction layer is a single output layer with 

sigmoid activation for binary output; therefore, binary cross entropy was used with Adam 

optimization for the output. Finally, pickle was used to package and load the image data 

for training and validation.  

4.7. Conclusion  

An attempt to create a machine learning model to determine the reaction role of a 

chronogram trace was performed in this section of work. Initial analyses of chronogram 

behaviour through mathematics has offered insight on reaction behaviour but is unable to 

use the characteristics to determine the reaction role. This task an optimization issue of 

matching the characteristic equation to the experimental data.  

Other statistical methods have been attempted such as PCA or Ensemble machine 

learning methods; however, PCA require single point vectors and ensemble methods need 
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large datasets. Neural network is promising as it can learn from a dataset where the 

vectors represent the entire chronogram as an image. CNNs are great for image 

recognition thus was the desired network type to train on. Koch et al Siamese network 

was used to train the model to identify differences in two images and by comparing the 

template reaction role images to experimental images, the reaction role with the highest 

percentage of match is the role in which the experimental trace belongs to.  

Due to human error in configuring the network, the resulting accuracy yielded 31.2%. 

Improvements can be made by revisiting the basic understanding of network parameters 

and standards by which networks are built upon and can be done if there are sufficient 

resources to perform the training. 

4.8. Automation and Control 

 

The recent surge of machine learning papers in chemistry for navigating reaction space, 

how are there sufficient data to supplement training for the algorithms?144,269–273 

Automation plays a key role in obtaining a large amount of experimental data. 

Pharmaceutical companies such as Bristol-Myers Squibb and GlaxoSmithKline274–276 

employ a division of automated tools for synthetic and analytical purposes. Recent work 

on automated reaction exploration with machine learning and robotics reveal promising 

future for chemistry as automation may navigate a large breadth of reactions through 

high-throughput screening in shorter time frame than humans271,277–280, a method in which 

many reactions are run concurrently (typically 96281) to determine pharmaceutical 

efficacy or surveying properties of compounds. 
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These concepts of automation from machine learning to robotics are equally applicable to 

mechanistic investigation of a reaction. Both facets of automation for software 

automation (applications, statistics and machine learning) and hardware automation 

(microcontrollers and robotics) are to be investigated in this chapter.  
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5. CHAPTER 5: Robotics for Mechanistic Investigation 

 

Originally, this project was developed to integrate a robot built by a Victoria start-up 

company, North Robotics, for automated mechanistic investigations coupled with mass 

spectrometry. The start of the project was to identify the tasks that are suitable for 

automation which are: capping/uncapping, addition of reagents, and dispensing/aspirating 

reaction samples or liquid reaction quenching solutions. The tasks were design to analyze 

the SMCC as the initial study given the prior literature published from the McIndoe 

group48. Vials would be suitable vessels for offline analyses such as GCMS, LCMS or 

NMR. The ability to analyze catalysis at reaction scale in conjunction with orthogonal 

techniques would offer valuable information about the reaction bulk-phase. When 

studying the reaction by mass spectrometry, insights on the mechanistic pathways can be 

scrutinized due to the difference in reaction conditions from benchtop syntheses. The 

scale of reaction designed for online mass spectrometry techniques, like PSI-ESI-MS, are 

in within part-per-million (ppm) to part-per-billion (ppb) region50,99 whereas benchtop 

reaction could be on the order of 1M, approximately greater than 10000 ppm depending 

on molar mass.  

 

The goal of this project is to offer a mechanistic investigation setup that would serve as a 

proof of concept of a automated reaction exploration or interrogation platform. The 

combination of robotics, on-line mass spectrometry, and orthogonal techniques would 

bring this concept to reality. However, after 18 months North Robotics had not provided 

the robot so I decided to build a robotic setup to facilitate the liquid handling procedures 
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and following my required specifications: capping/uncapping, addition of reagents, and 

dispensing/aspirating reaction solutions.  

 

5.1. Kendrick: Automated Reaction Sampler 

 

The automated reaction sampler (“Kendrick”) was initially an autosampler for an atomic 

absorption spectrometer that was graciously donated by a committee member, Dr. Dennis 

Hore. At the start, I had to determine if the circuit boards present in the autosampler was 

suitable for reuse. Upon consultation with the electronics technician, Andrew 

MacDonald, the original printed circuit boards (PCB) were determined to be proprietary 

and would be difficult to understand the design from the intentional obfuscation of the 

circuitry. The proprietary PCBs were removed, and the motors controlled by the PCBs 

were isolated for future use with new aftermarket PCBs. The manufacturer’s power 

supply remained in the setup as there were available specification sheets to solve the pin 

layout. 
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Figure 5.1: Graphical representation for the 3-axis motor setup for Kendrick 

 

After removing the PCBs, the autosampler contained three stepper motors. Each of the 

motors controlled an axis in the Euclidean space. A controller would be needed to move 

the motors in a precise manner and combine motions between motors to achieve 

positional accuracy. The travel, movement along an axis282, appeared to be similar to a 3-

axis computer numerical control (CNC) machine, often used for machining complex 

parts. Based on this similarity, a small-scale CNC control board, made by Synthetos283, 

was used to control the automated reaction sampler. The board was called TinyG and 

uses G-code, an industry standard for CNC maneuvers, to control the travel along the x, 

y, and z axes.  
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Figure 5.2: The placement location of the photointerruptors used at the minimum and 

maximum axes location of Kendrick 

 

There are limits to how much travel is available for the sampling unit. If a G-code 

instruction forces the motor to move past the minimum and maximum of the axis, a 

physical limit in movement where the sampler can not move past, it would attempt to 

collide and push against limiter nut. Exceeding the minimum and maximum of the axis 

would damage the motor over time. Such errors can lead to the motor burning out and no 

longer functioning284. To prevent collisional accidents, limit switches can be triggered 

prior to the collision and halt the sampler immediately. TinyG contains an input ports 

specifically for limits switches attached to the extremes of the axes. The switches would 

send a signal to the board in the event of an axis limit breach and halt the motors. The 

active high photointerruptor switch sends 5 V to the limit switch input port of the TinyG 

to establish an accident is about to happen. A photointerruptor is a small device that 
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detect an optical obstruction between an anode and cathode and on the sampling rod is a 

metal flag that obstructs the photointerruptor, as shown in the figure below, to trigger the 

switch. In order for the photointerruptors to be in the correct position, mounts are 

required to ensure that the switches are maintained in the same space and the obstruction 

occurs reliably. 3D printed mounts were fabricated to support this concept and is 

demonstrated in the figure below.  

 

Figure 5.3: Diagram of a photointerruptor used for Kendrick 
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Figure 5.4: Photointerruptor mounts modeled in TinkerCAD for 3D Printing 

 

 

The next step in the development was the consolidation of the signals from all the 

photointerruptors for diagnostic purposes. Initially all the photointerruptors are soldered 

on a signal bus that would relay the information to the TinyG. This design was successful 

and is also made into a PCB design ready for large scale fabrication for further 

replication of this sampling robot.  
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Figure 5.5: The photointerruptor board used to consolidate the signals from the limits to the 

input of TinyG. A: is the prototype for this PCB, B: the rendering of PCB for production of 

this photointerruptor bus board 

 

Due to the modular design of the aftermarket parts from this development, the overall 

design of the robot is accessible to amateur engineers as the designs have abstracted most 

of the laborious tasks and alleviated the need to design a sampling robot from scratch. All 

of the parts are designed for 3D printing or 2-layer PCB fabrication thus are easily 

obtainable and can produced as a kit.  

 

The control flow of Kendrick is as follows: a board-scale computer Raspberry Pi 3B acts 

as the controller of the robot, including the control of TinyG, and the TinyG board 

controls the movement along the Euclidean space. Kendrick can be accessed remotely 

through Secured Shell (SSH).285 A Python adapter code translates movement to G-

code286.  

 

The liquid dispensing aspect of the robot is located at the sampling rod show in Error! 

Reference source not found.. The sampling rod is hollow and the liquid flow through 
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PEEK tubing tapped with a Luer-lok fitting. Luer-lok allow the use of common 

disposable needles of any gauge. To engage in the motion to aspirate and dispense liquid, 

the VICI M6 stepper motor pump is used. Future work on attaining replicable movement 

is required before reaction sampling is possible as currently there is no reference point for 

the sampler to find its absolute position in Euclidean space. It is advised to add a homing 

sequence to the sampler to find a x=0, y=0, and z=0 location as a reference for all the 

axes.  
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Figure 5.6: Detailed expansion of the sampling rod used for Kendrick outlining the 

conversion of PEEK to Luer for the integration of disposable needles 

KENDRICK as a custom built system has a competitive edge against current commercial 

solutions. The advantage of being able to incorporate a needle to exert an inert 

atmosphere into a reaction vial allows for air-sensitive chemistry to be done on a 

benchtop environment. Current commercial systems require the robot to be placed in a 

glovebox to perform air-sensitive chemistry. For synthetic purposes, a glovebox 

containing the robotic system would be sufficient as the subsequent analyses can be 
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brought out through the antechamber and submitted for analysis. However, when the 

samples are submitted, often the integrity of the inert of atmosphere is not maintained In 

the synthetic instances, this is not a concern as the final product is the target of the 

analyses. KENDRICK has the potential to mitigate this issue and maintain the inert 

atmosphere upon sampling for offline analyses like NMR or IR or for online processes 

like PSI-ESI-MS. For continuous flow methods, the inert atmosphere injection can be 

continuous as well resulting in the required overpressure to perform a cannula transfer to 

the analytical instrument of choice. Having such added flexibility, the home-made system 

(KENDRICK) is of research interest to assist in the automation outlined in Figure 1.8. 
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6. CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDIES 

6.1. The Beginning and the End 

 

My research aims incorporate automation and machine learning to the study of catalytic 

reaction mechanisms. The recurring theme of accessibility in content and resulting 

research is important as the diversity of background from the reader warrants the need to 

introduce unfamiliar topics. 

 

In Chapter 1, I introduced some basic and fundamental concepts in chemistry. This 

served as the foundation upon which subsequent theories and ideas of this dissertation 

built on. The intent is to bring the reader up to speed with the necessary knowledge about 

chemistry and mass Spectrometry, which served as the central analytical tool in this 

work. The involvement of reaction-based chemistry was most significant in the Chapter 2 

and 3 and more specific details were elaborated throughout the chapter.  

 

Chapter 2 used real time mass spectrometric analysis to study the oxidation of reduced 

titanocene. The decomposition pathways of this reactive species was the focus of this 

project. The preparation of this catalyst used an acetonitrile-stabilized variant, commonly 

used as an indicator for oxygen-contaminated atmospheric conditions. An oxidation setup 

was constructed to facilitate the analysis by pressurized sample infusion-electrospray 

ionization mass spectrometry (PSI-ESI-MS) under inert conditions. The results indicated 

a methyl abstraction due to the formation of a methoxy ligand, in the absence of a 

methoxy moiety prior to the oxidation. An isotopically-labelling study was performed to 

determine and confirm that a methyl abstraction event occurred by labelling the only 
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methyl source in the reaction, the solvent acetonitrile. Upon oxidation, it was determined 

that a methyl abstraction did indeed occur by obtaining the methyl group from 

acetonitrile. This project has demonstrated that it is possible to study a radical air-

sensitive reaction to elucidate underlying mechanistic questions. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the development of mass spectrometry-related software. This body of 

work ranges from the collaboration in PythoMS, to developing independently Spectra.ly, 

an object-oriented library, that allows for accessible code for developers. In addition, 

mass spectrometric fragmentation software developments were made called Sinatra, a 

cloud-ready energy-dependent electrospray ionization (EDESI) platform. Sinatra strives 

to improve the processing workflow by mitigating the difficulties present with running 

code. By packaging Sinatra as a potential web application, it allows users and developers 

a convenient way to access a processing tool. AutoMRM is the third development in this 

chapter on automation, and its purpose is to remove a tedious task in analytical mass 

spectrometry. It provides an automated means of constructing methodologies that can 

quantify unique chemical compounds through multiple reaction monitoring (MRM). It 

has been demonstrated to be successful for Waters MassLynx; future developments 

should include expansion to other MS software from different MS systems.  

 

 

Chapter 4 ventures into the realm of computer science, where the project was to create a 

reaction role classifier. Starting with the introduction of concepts and fundamental 

theories associated with techniques used in the project, this provides the reader with 

context about the purpose and methodology of the research. Using numerous 
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mathematical and statistical instruments have led to insights on what is needed to 

construct such a classifier with minimal data. Neural networks, specifically a one-shot 

based Siamese convolutional neural network was constructed. The network was trained 

using both experimental and synthetic data to ‘learn’ to classify the different reaction 

intermediates and products. In spite of the poor results in this case, many lessons were 

learned in this project to aid similar future endeavours. Adjusting the parameters and 

understanding their purpose to would help improve accuracy and minimize overfitting. 

An automation platform was built in an attempt to develop an automated reaction 

sampler. Circuit boards were personally designed and constructed alongside many 3D 

printed parts for the construction of the automated reaction sampler (Kendrick). Kendrick 

was able to perform aspiration and dispensing motions along the planes of a three-

dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. Some limitations to the current model include 

difficulties obtaining highly accurate positioning, and this can be improved with future 

iterations. 
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